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Executive Summary
The Golden Mile Project is part of the Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) early delivery
programme. The first phase of the project is for a single stage business case to be delivered by
the end of 2020. This report sets out the long list option development and assessment
processes undertaken to support development of this business case.
Golden Mile is the heart of our City
The Golden Mile plays a vital role in the success of Wellington’s transport system, regional
economy and sense of place. Transecting central Wellington, it provides the core spine to the
city’s bus network and enables thousands of people to access employment, do business, shop,
dine and to access other central city destinations each day. It has the highest pedestrian
volumes in New Zealand. Due to its critical functions, the Golden Mile must perform at a high
level, both as a transport asset that safely and efficiently moves people and goods, and as an
important place for people that is pleasant, safe and attractive.
The long list option development and assessment process
The project team used a mixture of “top down and bottom up” processes for development of the
long list of options for the business case. It firstly identified a long list of potential interventions
from a variety of sources, including ideas suggested by the public during the November to
December Golden Mile public engagement process. Over 150 different interventions were
identified.
Next, the project team developed a suite of contrasting mitigation strategies to address the key
public transport, pedestrian and public realm problems identified in the Golden Mile Strategic
Case. These strategies were then used to develop a range of different scenarios for each of the
key streets that make up the Golden Mile, namely:


Lambton Quay



Willis Street



Manners Street



Courtenay Place

Through this process the project team identified over 250 scenarios. This number was reduced
to 21 after an initial viability and feasibility screening process. The remaining scenarios were
further developed and evaluated using a multi-criteria analysis (MCA) based on the investment
objectives and four key success factors that had been identified for the SSBC.
Through the MCA evaluation process, and in conjunction with the LGWM Technical Working
Group, nine of the 21 remaining scenarios were removed due to their low scores against the
investment objectives and the success factors. This left 12 scenarios requiring further
consideration in the short list assessment process.
What are the next steps?
The next step is to commence the short list assessment process for the 12 short listed
scenarios. However, before undertaking this work, it is recommended that the final 12
scenarios be further consolidated in order to assess the corridor wide implications and
interactions of the scenarios. This “consolidation work” should be informed by undertaking
additional technical assessment work that responds to the following three questions:
1. What is the optimum bus stop spacing /
locations for the corridor?

(i.e. to help inform both the potential to use high
capacity stops at Lambton Quay and / or
Courtenay Place and retain or remove bus stops
on Willis and Manners Streets)
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2. Whether to restrict traffic access from
the Golden Mile and if so, to what
extent?

(i.e. to help inform the key decision to remove
private motor vehicle access from key segments of
the Golden Mile and in particular, Willis Street)

3. How to allocate road space for buses,
pedestrians and faster active modes?

(i.e. to help inform the extent to which active
carriageway may be repurposed at Lambton Quay
and / or Courtenay Place)
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1.

Introduction

The Golden Mile Project is part of the Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) early delivery
programme. The first phase of the project is to develop a Single Stage Business Case (SSBC).
The purpose of this report is to describe the long list option development and assessment
processes to address the public transport, pedestrian and public realm problems and to achieve
the benefits and the investment objectives that have been identified in the Golden Mile Strategic
Case.
Following approval of this report, the next step will be to undertake further technical assessment
and evaluation processes of the “short listed scenarios”. This work will be documented in the
Golden Mile Short List Report that will be presented for public feedback.

2.

Golden Mile Context

The Golden Mile plays a vital role in the success of Wellington’s transport system, regional
economy and sense of place. It is the busiest pedestrian area in the city and a key shopping
and entertainment destination. It's also the main route for buses bringing 37,000 people to the
central city on a typical day.
The Golden Mile is made up of a series of streets (see Figure 1) with distinct characteristics and
different functions as follows:
Figure 1: Golden Mile Sections
● Lambton Quay is the centre of employment and
retail activity in Wellington City. It is surrounded by
high rise office buildings with the highest employment
concentration in New Zealand, as well as a large
number of retail shopfronts and eateries. The street
space along Lambton Quay is heavily used, with over
63,000 people using each block every day
●

Willis Street is a busy hub of employment and retail
activity. It is also surrounded by high rise office
buildings, as well as retail shopfronts and eateries.
The street space along Willis Street is the busiest
section of the Golden Mile, with just under 70,000
people in each block every day

●

Manners Street represents a transition point
between Wellington Central, which is dominated by
high density, high rise office buildings and supporting
activities, and Te Aro, which is characterised by a mix
of residential, entertainment and office activities,
mostly accommodated in low to medium rise
buildings. Manners Street is used by around 40,000
people every day, and

●

Courtenay Place is Wellington’s centre of entertainment activity, and has a variety of
restaurants, bars, cinemas, and theatres. It is also surrounded by offices and apartments.
The street space along Courtenay Place is used by over 40,000 people in each block every
day.

3.

Let’s Get Wellington Moving - Overview

The LGWM programme is a joint initiative between Wellington City Council (WCC), Greater
Wellington Regional Council (GWRC) and Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency (the Transport
Agency). The programme area incorporates the area from Ngauranga Gorge to Wellington
International Airport, encompassing the Wellington Urban Motorway and connections to the
central city, Wellington Hospital and the eastern and southern suburbs.
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The LGWM programme is seeking to deliver an integrated transport system that supports the
community’s aspirations for how Wellington City will look, feel and function in the future. Its
early delivery programme, of which the Golden Mile is one of the projects, is tasked with
developing and implementing transport improvements that are capable of being progressed
within the next 5 years, ahead of the more complex components of the wider programme of
investment (e.g. mass rapid transit).

3.1

LGWM programme Objectives

The LGWM programme is seeking to achieve five objectives for a transport system that:

3.2

Golden Mile Objectives

The LGWM programme has developed specific objectives for the Golden Mile project to ensure
that the transport and public realm outcomes to be pursued for the Golden Mile are aligned with
the overall direction of the LGWM programme.
Figure 2 sets out the respective objectives for the LGWM programme and the corresponding
objectives for the Golden Mile project.
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Figure 2: LGWM Programme and Golden Mile Objectives
LGWM Objectives

3.3

Golden Mile Objectives

Golden Mile Vision 2036 Statement

A Golden Mile Vision 2036 Statement has been developed to help guide development of the
SSBC. Development of the vision has been informed by the five goals identified in WCC’s Long
Term Plan (Our City Tomorrow) 2018-20281, the LGWM Vision Statement as well as the
objectives identified in Figure 2 above.
The Vision 2036 Statement is summarised below in Figure 3, and is attached in its entirety in
Appendix A.

1
The five goals identified in Our City Tomorrow are as follows: resilient, greener, compact, inclusive and connected, vibrant and
prosperous. For further information on Our City Tomorrow see:
http://ltp2018.publications.wellington.govt.nz/Part+B+Summary+of+Our+10-Year+Plan/Our+long-term+city+outcomes
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Figure 3: Vision 2036 Statement

3.4

Golden Mile Strategic Case

The Golden Mile Strategic Case has been developed to support the delivery of the SSBC. One
of its key purposes is to identify the problems / benefit statements and investment objectives
that are to be considered for the long and short list option development and assessment
processes for the SSBC.
The problem / benefit statements and investment objectives identified in the strategic case are
set out below in Figure 4. It is noted that the development of these statements / objectives has
been guided by the LGWM’s vision / programme / Golden Mile objectives as well as the Vision
2036 Statement.
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Figure 4: Problem / Benefit Statements and Investment Objectives
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4.

Development of the Intervention Long List

In developing a long list of potential interventions for the SSBC, the Project Team developed a
process to structure and assess potential interventions, recognising the complexity of the urban
environment and the natural tension between competing movement objectives that are evident
along the “mile”, as well as recognising its non-uniform nature.
In developing a long list of interventions, the Project Team recognised that interventions must
not be considered in isolation. Potential interventions interact at both a local and corridor level,
and therefore understanding these interactions is a pre-requisite for the long list assessment
process.
Fundamental in the development of a long list of interventions is the recognition that all
interventions explore trade-offs between user objectives. That is, no intervention will universally
benefit all stakeholders, and therefore the long list process needed to explore various
combinations of interventions that contrast different approaches with the trade-offs.
The long list development and assessment process has been undertaken in accordance with
the following three steps:
Step 1.

Identify and compile all potential interventions into a “toolbox”, which is to be
used to inform the development of location specific scenarios.

Step 2.

Identify the key dimensions of choice – the key opportunities and challenges
associated with the Golden Mile and develop strategies to manage these issues
using the intervention toolbox. The various combinations of strategies are then
grouped into location specific scenarios to form an intervention scenario long list.

Step 3.

Undertake an initial screening of the long list scenarios, identifying and removing
scenarios which are ineffective or infeasible. The remaining scenarios are then
to be assessed using a multi-criteria analysis (MCA) framework developed from
the investment objectives and the identified “success factors”2 in the Golden Mile
Strategic Case.

4.1

Key problems impacting on the Golden Mile

The key problems affecting the bus services and pedestrians along the Golden Mile have been
identified in detail in the Golden Mile Improvements – Problem Definitions and Case for
Change3, as well as in the Golden Mile Strategic Case. The latter document, and as set out in
Figure 4 above, has identified the following three problems to be considered in the long and
short list assessment processes:
1.

Slow and unpredictable bus travel times reduces the attractiveness of travel by bus:


2.

Inadequate provision for pedestrians along and across the Golden Mile reduces the
convenience of walking:


2
3

For example, slow and unpredictable bus travel times are a consequence of poorly
performing bus stops (e.g. spacing and locations) and “side friction” issues (e.g. private
vehicles reversing in and out of car parks and loading bays).

For example, inadequate facilities for pedestrians results in a lack of space being
available for walking and crossing roads.

Refer to the Golden Mille Strategic Case (April 2020), page 48
Let’s Get Wellington Moving, June 2019, Golden Mile Improvements – Problem Definitions and Case for Change
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3.

Street layout limiting the attractiveness of the Golden Mile as a place to spend time and
move through:


4.2

For example, in some places, footpaths “double-up” as bus stop boarding areas, which
limits people’s ability to sit, linger, and window shop.

Step 1: Long List Intervention Toolbox

The initial step in the long list development process was for the Project Team to identify and
compile a list of potential interventions and treatments that could address the problem
statements and to help achieve the benefit statements and investment objectives. The list was
developed to be as inclusive as possible, capturing any and all interventions and strategies
applicable to the Golden Mile. The list was ultimately captured in an intervention “toolbox”.
In addition to utilising the Project Team’s public transport, pedestrian and public realm
expertise, a variety of sources were used to identify the toolbox’s interventions, including:


Suggestions from the public and bus operators that were submitted via LGWM’s early
engagement programme (that ran from 6 November to 22 December 2019)4



One-on-one meetings held with individual members of the LGWM team



Project Team “blue sky” thinking



Field observations undertaken by the Project Team



International examples of best practice, and



LGWM Background Information, including the Let’s Get Wellington Moving, June 2019,
Golden Mile Improvements – Problem Definitions and Case for Change.

It is noted that the toolbox development processes also included identifying interventions that
are outside of the SSBC’s scope (e.g. changes to vehicle fleet, pricing / ticketing strategies, and
demand management policies). Whilst the Project Team recognised the out-of-scope
interventions weren’t applicable to the SSBC, it was nevertheless considered important that a
full list of all possible interventions was recorded at this stage of the process.
Following the review of the information sources, and using the Transport Agency’s intervention
hierarchy, the interventions were broadly allocated into the following categories:


Fares and ticketing



Demand management strategies and user charges



Fleet make up and design



Parking



Loading and servicing



Signal and intersection controls



Bus stop placement and catchments



Bus priority



Bus network changes



Pedestrians (including universal access)

4

It is noted that common themes from the public included: time-restricted or complete removal of private motor vehicles from the
Golden Mile; increased priority for buses; closure of streets adjacent to the Golden Mile, and more pedestrian space
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Public realm



Cycling and micro-mobility, and



Safety.

Over 150 individual interventions were identified for inclusion in the toolbox, which could be
applied to various extents, such as:


Point treatments



Link or segment treatments



Corridor treatments



Policy treatments, and



Temporal changes (e.g. time of day restrictions).

Next, the Project Team undertook an initial filtering process of the toolbox by reviewing each
intervention against the following key questions:


Does the intervention contribute to addressing the problem statements?



Does the intervention contribute to achieving the investment objectives?



Is the intervention within the current scope of the SSBC?

Any intervention that did not satisfy all of the above questions was removed from further
consideration.5 However, the remaining interventions were retained within the toolbox for
further consideration.
Figure 5 sets out a screen shot of the Long List Intervention Toolbox.

5

It is noted that records were retained as to why an intervention was removed from further consideration
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Figure 5: Screen Shot of the Long List Intervention Toolbox
Will the intervention
contribute?

Long list alternative and/or option - supporting information

NZTA Intervention
Hierarchy

Alternative/Option
Intervention

Corridor /
Intersectio
Source
n / Point
treatment

Alterantive/Option Name

Demand Management

Demand/Behaviour Management

Corridor

Public

PMV total Ban

Demand Management

Demand/Behaviour Management

Link

Project Group

PMV Partial Ban

Demand Management

Demand/Behaviour Management

Corridor/link

Project Group

PMV Temporal Ban

Demand Management

Demand/Behaviour Management

Corridor/link

Project Group

PMV W/D Ban

Demand Management

Demand/Behaviour Management

Corridor

Project Group

Golden Mile Congestion Charge

Demand Management

Demand/Behaviour Management

Corridor

Public

Coach Ban

Manage Demand

Demand/Behaviour Management

Point treatments

Project Group

Time limited Coach Access

Demand Management

Demand Management

Demand/Behaviour Management

Demand/Behaviour Management

Corridor/link

Corridor

Project Group

Public

Taxi/Loading Vehicle/Special Use Only

Fare free travel for buses along the golden mile

New Infrastructure

Physical works to road / road sides

Corridor/link

Project Group

Complete grade separation of bus lanes

New Infrastructure

Physical works to road / road sides

Link

Public

At grade curb separation of existing bus lanes

New Infrastructure

New Infrastructure

Best use of Existing Network

Physical works to road / road sides

Physical works to road / road sides

LATM

Point treatments

Point treatments

Point treatments

Project Group

Public

Project Group

Point treatments

Project Group

Closure of all or select side roads

Alternative/Option
Description

Alternative/Option
Justification

Quantitative Benefit(s)

Remove all private motor vehicles from the entire extent of Will reduce significant cause of delay imposed by interactions
the Golden Mile
and conflicts of use between PMV's and Buses.
Will improve pedestrian permeability across the mile and
improve pedestrian safety.
Existing parking and general traffic lanes may be converted to
provide additional bus lane capacity and pedestrian amenity.
Remove private motor vehicles from select links of the
Targeted removal of PMVs on some links will reduce significant
golden mile - Lambton Quay, Willis Street etc.
conflict points while retaining some level of PMV access to the
mile.
Limit private motor vehicle access to off peak periods
Remove conflicts during periods of peak bus volume along the
only.
mile. Allows for retention of parking and access outside of
peak.
Limit access by private motor vehicles to weekends only Remove conflicts during commuter period. Encourages access
by PMV's for shopping outside of commuter period.
Congestion charge applied to all private motor vehicles
Price disincentive for private motorists reducing demand for
entering the golden mile. Dispensations for service
access to the mile, while also providing a secondary revenue
vehicles, taxi's etc.
stream for further long term investment.
Ban of private high capacity vehicles and non-pt.
May reduce competition for bus specific road space and
scheduled services from the golden mile. This may be
infrastructure
specifically targeted at cruise ship services etc.
Limit coach access to the golden mile to off-peak
Coach's create additional demand for road space and may
delay scheduled bus services. Limiting access to off peak may
reduce the impact of coach's during peak periods when road
capacity is reduced.
Limit access to the Golden Mile to buses and taxi's,
Reduces the volume of non-bus movements along the extent of
loading vehicles, disabled access vehicles, or multi-person the study area, reducing interactions and delay to buses and
vehicles.
improving access for other permitted vehicle classes.
Introduction of a free travel zone along the golden mile.
Fare free travel will reduce dwell time at stops on approach to
the mile and will encourage people to utilize the bus services for
local access along the mile, reducing pedestrian congestion.

Bus, Active, Peds and Urban Realm

Construction of subsurface or elevated busway, vertically
separated from all other conflicting transport modes.
Construction of curb line to physically separate bus lane
from other traffic. May be combined with other bus lane
treatments
Physical closure of side roads at their intersection with the
mile, removal of signal controls governing these
intersections.

Bus Operations & Peds

Introduction of shared zone treatments on all/some side roads

Physically precludes interaction between buses and other
vehicles.

Bus Operations & Peds

Side roads and associated signalized controls are a significant Bus Operations & Peds
source of delay and disrupt PT reliability. The closure of side
roads enables the removal of significant delay points and
reduces conflicting vehicle movements.
Bus Operations & Peds

Public transport improvements

Link

Public/bus drivers

Increase width of existing bus lanes

Increase width of existing bus lanes (recommend 3.4m
minimum) through line marking adjustments

Project Group

Extend bus lane operating hours

Current bus lane widths are extremely narrow and in many
locations buses are unable to adhere to the line marked bus
lane. Increasing bus lane widths, in particular on corners, can
reduce conflicts between PMV's and buses and improve bus
safety and operations.

Bus Operations

Extend green bus lane/bus only pavement treatments along Current green bus lane treatments are not consistently applied
the extent of all bus lanes along the mile
along the length of the lane. High visibility treatments can
reinforce bus priority in these areas

Bus Operations

Bus lanes with temporal restrictions to operation may be
extended or made permanent (24 hours)

Best use of Existing Network

Pedestrian improvements

Link

Project Group

Introduce new Bus Lane/Bus Only lanes

Apply bus lane or bus only lane restrictions to key links

Best use of Existing Network

Public transport improvements

Link

Project Group

Standardise Bus Lanes hours of operation

Make all peak hour restrictions to PMV's on bus lanes
applicable to both AM and PM peaks

Bus lanes with temporal restrictions impose an enforcement
Bus Operations
requirement and often result in limited adherence on the
'shoulders' of the time band in which they are in operation.
Extending time bands to buffer peaks can reduce impacts of
change in restrictions. In addition, expanded operations
improves the positioning of buses, so buses may cycle to meet
peak demand more efficiently.

The introduction of new bus lanes or bus only lanes at key links Bus Operations
may reduce friction between PMV's and buses and improve bus
operational efficiency
Bus lanes in non-peak flow directions are important in
Bus Operations
maintaining bus positioning and provide operational
improvements even when counter peak.
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YES
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INCLUDE

NO

YES

YES

INCLUDE

NO

YES

YES

INCLUDE

NO

YES

YES

INCLUDE

NO

YES

YES

INCLUDE

NO

Bus Operations

Best use of Existing Network

Corridor

YES

Bus Operations

Removal of two-way-movements general traffic
Allows for conversion of NB lane to bus only and removes
Bus Operations & Peds
movements on Lambton Quay and conversion of southern significant side friction impacts from loading zones and parking
single lane extent of Lambton Quay to bus only
along this extent. Also creates left in, left out side road
restrictions by default.

Public transport improvements

YES

Bus Operations & Peds

Restriction of general traffic on Lambton Quay to SB only

Best use of Existing Network

YES / NO

Bus Operations

Shared zones may be used to reduce demand for traffic
movements on side streets and discourage general vehicle
access.
Restriction of access to/from side roads to left in/left out
Removal of signal control on side rides and limitation of
Bus Operations
Reduces conflicts and controls of side streets by limiting
movements to left in/left out, potentially coupled with
movements to left in/left out and enables removal of signal
extension of median curb line.
control. May be coupled with median curb extensions to
physically prohibit movements. Removes a primary point of
conflict - right turns across bus lanes and mitigates requirement
fIntegration
i
li between
d
t lbuses
i ifi
t d ti
t vehicles
d l
d
Creation of PMV only left in/left out circulation loops on key sides Utilize left in/left out and curb outstands to limit PMV
and private
motor
may
be Bus Operations
streets
movements between side roads to circulation loops reduced by limiting or controlling vehicle movements at key
limiting interaction with buses
locations. Side roads provide opportunities to limit the use of
Lambton Quay for through movements, instead utilizing side
roads to provide circulation loops to access parks.

Provide consistent bus lane/bus only pavement markings

INCLUDE/EXCLUDE

Bus Operations

Project Group

Project Group

Does the
intervention
contribute to
achieving at
least one
Investment
Objective?

Bus Operations & Peds

Link

Corridor

Does the
intervention
contribute to
addressing the
problems?

Bus Operations

LATM

Public transport improvements

Out of
Scope?

Bus, Active, Peds and Urban Realm

Best use of Existing Network

Best use of Existing Network

Progress to
Programme?

4.3

Step 2: Identification of Dimensions of Choice

The Golden Mile is a highly complex urban environment, serving as both a key destination for
bus services and passengers seeking access to the Wellington Central Business District, as
well as a key bus corridor for the bus services serving the greater Wellington area.
The Investment Logic Map (referred to in Figure 4 above) identifies the three problems needing
to be address by the SSBC, and also illustrates that there is a tension between the investment
objectives. To expand on the latter, and by way of example, interventions and treatments that
improve bus reliability are unlikely to directly benefit pedestrian amenity or the urban realm (or
vice versa). Therefore, a viable long list of intervention options must consider the interactions of
treatments within this context.
In addition, when viewed in isolation, individual interventions may seem to resolve an observed
issue, however in the broader context of the overarching corridor an intervention may simply
relocate the issue, rather than to remedy it. As such, the co-dependency and inter-relationship
between interventions is a key strategic concern for development of a cohesive long list of
options.
Finally, the Golden Mile is not uniformed. That is, the cross sections and the characteristics of
Lambton Quay, Willis Street, Manners Street and Courtenay Place varies considerably.
Therefore, strategies that may be applicable to one part of the Golden Mile corridor may not be
appliable to all of the Golden Mile.
When considering the above context, the Project Team recognised that developing a strategic
approach for the development of the interventions was critical in order to ensure consistency of
vision across the corridor, and to avoid considering individual issues in isolation of the broader
context.
Based on the Golden Mile Strategic Case, Case for Change and the Project Team’s field
observations of passenger, bus and pedestrian movements along the Golden Mile, the Project
Team identified several causal factors that were the “root causes” of the three problem
statements. These causal factors were then grouped thematically into four issues as
summarised in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Issue Summary and Definition
Problems

Slow and
unpredictable bus
travel times
reduce the
attractiveness of
travel by bus

Pedestrian
Convenience and
attractiveness of
the Golden Mile

Issue
Dwell Time
Delay and
Variability

Definition
Delay and variability associated with the boarding and
alighting movements of customers and the attendance of
buses at bus stops

Intersection
Delay and variability associated with the interaction of
Delay and
intersection controls to bus and pedestrian movements
Variability
Congestion
Delay and
Variability

Delay and variability associated with the mix of traffic and
the interaction between parking / loading vehicles and
active traffic

Pedestrian
and Urban
Amenity

The quality and characteristics of the pedestrian
environment in facilitating pedestrian travel and
interaction along and across the corridor
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In recognising the four issues, it was possible to develop overarching strategic approaches to
address each of the issues and to inform the development of a “package of interventions”
applicable to each of the four sections of the Golden Mile.

4.3.1

Strategic Approaches

The strategic approaches were intentionally designed to provide contrasting approaches to each
of the four issues in order to highlight the relevant advantages and disadvantages inherent in
each approach. A summary of the strategic approaches developed to address each of the four
issues is provided below.
4.3.1.1 Dwell Time Mitigation Strategies
A major contributing factor in reduced bus service reliability is the delay attributed to the
boarding an alighting of buses by passengers, including the capacity of bus stops. Dwell time
can never be entirely eliminated, as boarding and alighting is fundamental to a bus service’s
success, however dwell time can be managed to mitigate the impacts to bus service operations
imparted by either excessive delay or inconsistent service patterns. Table 2 provides a
summary of the contrasting approaches to managing dwell times:
Table 2: Dwell Time Mitigation Strategies
Dwell Time Mitigation Strategies
Strategy

Accessibility

Capacity

4.3.2

Description
This management
strategy seeks to
maximise passenger
access to services and
distribute customer
demand along the
corridor, reducing
boarding and alighting
delay by dispersing
loadings along the
Golden Mile
This management
strategy seeks to
maximise the capacity
and throughput of buses
at key stops by
concentrating demand at
key points that minimise
potential disruptions to
bus operations

Attributes








Closely spaced stops aligned to key
destinations
Reduced stop capacity balanced
against increased numbers of stops
Stops may be allocated to specific
routes if stop capacity is exceeded

Widely spaced, high capacity stops at
key destinations
Removal of the majority of stops along
the Golden Mile, particularly at key
constraint points

Intersection Delay Mitigation Strategies

Intersections, and in particular signal-controlled intersections represent a significant cause of
delay and disruption to bus services. Signal controls are necessary to govern the interaction
between conflicting vehicle manoeuvres and are a necessary safety requirement where high
volumes of conflicting vehicle movements are evident. The signal control algorithm (i.e. Sydney
Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System or SCATS) is tasked with the coordinated management of
general traffic across the entire road network, however signal controlled intersections are often
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not optimised for facilitating bus movements. There may also be negative interactions with
nearby bus stops that contribute to an overall decrease in bus capacity along the Golden Mile.
In addition, signalised intersections also form an obstacle for the free movement of pedestrians
along the corridor and pedestrian bunching (as a result of safety) may further congest limited
pedestrian footways in proximity to intersections.
Table 3 provides a summary of the contrasting strategies to manage intersection delay:
Table 3: Intersection Delay Mitigation Strategies
Intersection Delay Mitigation Strategies
Strategy

Description

Signal
Optimisation

Modify signal controls
and introduce bus priority
along the corridor to
optimise signal phasing
to reduce bus travel
variability and improve
capacity

Intersection
rationalisation
and
modification

Review movements and
approaches at
intersections along the
corridor to reduce the
number and impact of
intersection delay points
along the corridor.
Pedestrian controls may
also be modified or
removed

4.3.3

Attributes










Adjusts existing signal plans to
improve bus operations
May apply ITS treatments such as
advance detection to dynamically
adjust signal phases
Comparatively low cost
Must be considered at a corridor level
due to intersection and stop
interactions.

Apply turn bans or street closures to
remove signal controls
Closure of approaches at key
intersections to provide additional
green time on key approaches
Review and coordinate pedestrian
signal-controlled crossings and reduce
green time requirements

Congestion / Side Friction Mitigation Strategies

The competition for road space between modes is also a significant contributing factor to
reduced bus service reliability. This may be manifested by the reduction in run times and
reliability created when traffic volumes exceed the available road capacity (i.e. congestion) or,
by the interaction of vehicles waiting for, or performing parking manoeuvres (i.e. side friction).
There are a variety of interventions that may manage or mitigate congestion and side friction,
however such interventions in isolation offer marginal opportunities to improve reliability. As
such, and in developing strategies to address congestion / side friction, the Project Team has
instead focused on establishing contrasting strategic philosophies regarding the inclusion or
exclusion of general traffic along the Golden Mile.
Table 3 provides a summary of the contrasting strategies for managing congestion or side
friction.
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Table 4: Congestion / Side Friction Mitigation Strategies
Congestion/Side Friction Mitigation Strategies
Strategy

Exclusive
Bus
Operations

Description
Conflicting uses, such as,
private motor vehicles
may be permanently
excluded from part or all
of the corridor (with
commercial access time
managed to reduce
impact)

Attributes







Segregation
(partial or
complete)

The current segregation
of buses along the
Golden Mile may be
expanded and revised to
improve bus operations






4.3.4

Removal and restriction of all
competing modes from all / part of the
corridor
Removal of parking from all / part of
the corridor
Limitation of commercial vehicle
access to set times and zones
Likely to be a high impact, high cost
strategy that will significantly change
patterns of use
May include relocation of bus lanes to
a central lane to reduce side friction
variability
May include modifications to parking
restrictions to reduce turn-over or
mitigate vehicle reversing
Provides a range of low impact
treatment options, ranging from
physical segregation to temporal
limitations or dynamic lane allocation
Potentially low cost and highly scalable

Pedestrian and Urban Amenity Strategies

In considering the requirements for pedestrians along the Golden Mile, the Project Team
reflected on its function both as a key movement corridor for pedestrians travelling along and
across the corridor, as well as its function as a key destination in Wellington. Once again a
natural tension between approaches is evident within this strategy, as interventions that reduce
obstacles for rapid and easy pedestrian movement may dissuade or detract from the
overarching amenity and character of the Golden Mile as a place to gather and / or congregate.
Table 5 provides a summary of the contrasting strategies for managing pedestrian and urban
amenity.
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Table 5: Pedestrian and Urban Amenity Strategies
Pedestrian and Urban Strategies
Strategy

Description

Pedestrian
Utility

This strategy focuses on
improving the free flow of
pedestrians along and
across the corridor,
minimising “turbulence”
and directing pedestrian
crossings at key points

Urban Realm

4.4

This strategy seeks to
create a highly
permeable urban realm
where pedestrians use
the space to congregate
as well as navigate

Attributes










Review and removal of key obstacles
Focus on the creation of stream lined
pedestrian flows
Crossing points designed to maximize
volume and linked to key pedestrian
desire lines
Creation and expansion of urban realm
Repurpose space from other users
(e.g. parking) to create urban realm
May provide additional commercial
opportunities for “pop-up” stores, or
expansion of trading area for cafés etc
Seeks to create a highly permeable
environment allowing pedestrians to
freely move along and across the
corridor

Step 3: Scenario Development and Initial Filtering Process

When the eight strategies identified above are combined for each of the Golden Mile’s four
streets or “subsections” (i.e. Lambton Quay, Willis Street, Manners Street and Courtenay Place
respectively) a range of potential scenarios can be developed. Accordingly, the Project Team
developed 16 unique / contrasting scenarios for each subsection of the Golden Mile as set out
below in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Golden Mile Long List Scenarios

To reduce the “long list of scenarios” the Project Team undertook a “first filter process”.
Essentially, this process involved the Project Team asking itself a series of questions to rule out
any scenarios that were fundamentally flawed. The questions it asked itself were as follows:
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Feasibility
Are the strategies practically
incompatible?

(e.g. would the interventions proposed be
contradictory?)

Does the scenario require acquisition of
land to be effective?

(e.g. would the interventions proposed require
space beyond that available in the corridor?)

Effectiveness
Will the scenario worsen conditions on
foot?

(e.g. would the interventions proposed reduce the
available footway for pedestrians?)

Will the scenario worsen conditions for
people that travel by bus?

(e.g. would the interventions proposed negatively
impact bus operations and reliability?)

Will the scenario worsen the experience
of the public realm along the Golden
Mile?

(e.g. would the interventions proposed significantly
degrade urban environment?)

An example of the first filter process as applied to the Lambton Quay subsection is set out in
Figure 7 below.
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Figure 7: Example of Long List First Filter (e.g. Lambton Quay)
SEGMENT
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need to be retained. There is limited ability to achieve additional urban realm outcomes while maintaining
the same balance of use and without unduly impacting pedestrian flow along Lambton Quay.

Rationalized intersections not compatible with segregated traffic movements
Rationalized intersections not compatible with segregated traffic movements
Segregation and urban realm objectives likely to result in land acquisition as existing balance of uses would
need to be retained. There is limited ability to achieve additional urban realm outcomes while maintaining
the same balance of use and without unduly impacting pedestrian flow along Lambton Quay.
Exclusive bus operation would negate the requirement for signals on side roads at Lambton Quay
Increased flow rate and speed of buses may impede pedestrians crossing and degrade urban realm
particularly with large vehicle platoons associated with high capacity stops.
Exclusive bus operation would negate the requirement for signals on side roads at Lambton Quay
Reduced number of stops will increase volume constraints of signalized intersections leading to larger
platoons and degredation in overall capacity.
Increased flow rate and speed of buses may impede pedestrians crossing and degrade urban realm
particularly with large vehicle platoons associated with high capacity stops.
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Reduced number of stops will increase volume constraints of signalized intersections leading to larger
platoons and degredation in overall capacity.
Increased flow rate and speed of buses may impede pedestrians crossing and degrade urban realm ‐
additional urban realm area fairly minimal compared to other options ‐ hence why urban realm impact is
listed as maybe.

No

No

Maybe

No

Maybe

Increased flow rate and speed of buses may impede pedestrians crossing and degrade urban realm

in

No

No

Maybe

No
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Capacity
4
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Reduced number of stops will increase volume constraints of signalized intersections leading to larger
platoons and degredation in overall capacity.
Increased flow rate and speed of buses may impede pedestrians crossing and degrade urban realm
Rationalized intersections not compatible with segregated traffic movements
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in

out

out

As a result of the first filtering process the following matters became evident to the Project
Team:




The exclusive operation of buses on some links (such as Lambton Quay) negated the
requirement to retain signalised intersections
Significant increases to pedestrian footpaths necessary to support urban realm enhancements
along Willis Street and Manners Street would require land acquisition, and
Increasing the number of stops at key pinch points on Manners and Willis Streets would
degrade bus and pedestrian operations.

As a result of the first filter process, and as a consequence of having an enhanced appreciation
of the above considerations, the Project Team was able to reduce the number of scenarios
identified for further development and evaluation from 256 to 21. It is noted that in the absence
of more detailed analysis regarding the implications of the scenarios, the ruling out of scenarios
was undertaken on a conservative basis by the Project Team.

4.4.1

Scenario Snapshot Development

The 21 scenarios that remained after the first filter process were further developed by the
Project Team. This further “refinement work” was then summarised in “summary scenario
snapshots”. Each summary snapshot provided the following information:





The mixture of mitigation strategies to be applied to the scenario
Key features and attributes of the scenario
Existing cross section comparison with the proposed scenario’s cross section, and
The Project Team’s evaluation of the scenario (including scores).

An illustration of a summary scenario snapshot, which was presented at the LGWM’s Technical
Working Group long list workshops (see below), is provided in Figure 8 below. Each of the 21
summary snapshot scenarios are attached in full in Appendix B.
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Figure 8: Scenario Snapshot Description (Lambton Quay Scenario 1)

LEGEND
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4.5

Scenario Evaluation

As illustrated in Figure 9, each scenario’s contribution to the investment objectives and key
assessment factors6 were evaluated by the Project Team. For completeness, both the
investment objectives and key success factors are set out fully below.
Investment objectives
1.

Improve bus travel times and travel time reliability along the Golden Mile

2.

Improve convenience and comfort of waiting for, boarding and alighting buses along the
Golden Mile

3.

Reduce the number of crashes within the Golden Mile that result in pedestrian injury

4.

Increase the capacity for pedestrians to move within the corridor by improving walking LOS
along and across Golden Mile

5.

Improve the place quality of the Golden Mile

Key success factors
1.

Improved level of service for cycling

2.

Resilience to network operational disruptions

3.

Increase flexibility and ability to adapt as the city’s transport networks evolve

4.

Ability to Demonstrate Tangible Improvements within the 2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

Each of the 21 scenarios were evaluated against each of the above assessment criteria using
the following four-point scoring system:
High

The scenario was assessed as providing considerable benefits against the
assessed criteria.

Medium

The scenario was assessed as providing moderate benefits against the assessed
criteria.

Low

The scenario was assessed as providing negligible benefits against the assessed
criteria.

Negative

The scenario was assessed as providing a disbenefit or negative outcome against
the assessed criteria.

4.5.1

Scenario Evaluation Results

The Project Team’s evaluation and scores for each of the scenarios are set out in full in
Appendix C, and are summarised below in Figure 9 and Figure 10.7

6
The key success factors are identified on page 48 of the Golden Mile Strategic Case. It is noted that the key success factors
were originally presented as critical success factors in the summary scenario snapshots and at the LGWM Technical Working
Group on-line workshops
7
It is noted that in the scoring of the scenarios, the Project Team determined that the scenarios exhibited sufficient variation in
scoring to effectively distinguish between their comparative merits and disadvantages, and therefore further weighting of scoring
was not needed
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Figure 9: Summary of the Scenario Evaluation Scores for Lambton Quay and Willis Street

Figure 10: Summary of the Scenario Evaluation Scores for Manners Street and Courtenay Place

As a consequence of the Project Team’s evaluation, and as set out in Figure 9 and Figure 10,
nine of the 21 scenarios were removed from further consideration due to their low scores
against the investment objectives and other success factors. This left 12 scenarios remaining
for further consideration.

4.5.2

Technical Workshop Group Feedback

The long list development process and the Project Team’s evaluation scores for the scenarios
were presented to the LGWM’s Technical Working Group over the course of two on-line
workshops that were held on 24th March and 2nd April 2020.
Feedback from attendees at both workshops was broadly supportive of the long list
development process, the scenario evaluation scores as well as the 12-short listed scenarios.
However, the attendees did provide some key technical feedback for the Project Team to
consider further, including:


Provision of signal-controlled pedestrian crossings should be considered within every short
list option



As options are developed / assessed the Project Team need to consider how the Golden
Mile is / should be used at different times of the day



Consider treating Manners / Willis as one section (from a bus service perspective)
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Consider operational resilience and emergency vehicle access particularly in scenarios that
include side road closures or carriageway reduction



Decision-makers / community will need more information on the effects of restricting
vehicular access to and along the Golden Mile



Bus catchments, and degradation of access, was not captured in the evaluation (and needs
to be considered in the short list assessment), and



More certainty is required around the central city cycle network.

The Long List Workshop (5) Report, which is attached as Appendix D, records all of the
feedback received from the Technical Working Group at the on-line workshops.

5.

Further Scenario Evaluation and Next Steps

The 12 remaining scenarios provide a range of potential interventions specific to each
subsection of the Golden Mile, but they don’t necessarily provide a consolidated view of the
entire Golden Mile corridor for the short list option assessment process.
It is therefore recommended that the final 12 scenarios are further consolidated in order to
assess the corridor wide implications and interactions of the scenarios before the short list
assessment begins. A useful way of approaching the “consolidation process” would be to
undertake additional technical assessments in order to respond to the following three questions:
1.

What is the optimum bus stop spacing
/ locations for the corridor?

(i.e. to help inform both the potential to use high
capacity stops at Lambton Quay and / or
Courtenay Place and retain or remove bus stops
on Willis and Manners Streets)

2.

Whether to restrict traffic access from
the Golden Mile and if so, to what
extent?

(i.e. to help inform the key decision to remove
private motor vehicle access from key segments of
the Golden Mile and in particular, Willis Street)

3.

How to allocate road space for buses,
pedestrians and faster active modes?

(i.e. to help inform the extent to which active
carriageway may be repurposed at Lambton Quay
and / or Courtenay Place)

5.1

Next steps

The next step is to commence the short list assessment process for the 12 short listed
scenarios. However, before undertaking this work, the additional technical work needed to
respond to the above three questions should be undertaken firstly in order to further consolidate
the 12 short listed scenarios.
It may be necessary to progress low scoring options for further analysis, in order to adequately
assess the implications of retaining / removing traffic.
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INCLUSIVE AND CONNECTED
8. Enable universal access, safe and comfortable movement for all people by considering the interplay of public
transport, active modes and pedestrian space.
9. Design for good public transport customer experience in place-specific street-based stops and interchanges.
10. Connect people by the street network and lanes both along and across the Golden Mile and to destinational or
anchor places (such as the waterfront, The Terrace, Civic Square, Te Papa, and parks).

GREENER
11. Deploy clean and green quiet running vehicles to the Golden Mile.
12. Incorporate stormwater design into the street space greening in a format that is appropriate to a premium city place
and which reflects climate change influences.
13. Enhance green infrastructure including trees, active mode facilities (cycle storage, e-bike charging), green ‘pocket’
parks and water sensitive urban design suited to conditions.

RESILIENT
14. Enable emergency vehicles to access all areas of the Golden Mile in emergencies.
15. Provide for events/incidents that close lanes on the Golden Mile to maintain public transport services.
16. Recognise sea level rise and flooding, ground shaking and liquefaction risks in design.

Artist impression – possible solution
Jervois Quay [LGWM image]
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INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Accessibility

KEY FEATURES

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

APPROACH

change to parallel

1

LAMBTON QUAY
Proposed to Exclude

L

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

M

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

L

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

L

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

L

5. Improve place quality

L

1. Improve cycling level of service

L

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N/A
M

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves
4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

Closely spaced stops (in order of 200m spacing) aligned to key side
streets and destinations

•

Specific stops relocated or removed to mitigate observed conflicts with
intersections

•

Introduce right turn bans into secondary side streets to reduce conflicts

•

Adjust signal phasing along Lambton Quay to provide additional green
time on approach.

•

Coordinate pedestrian signals with buses, to provide green time
extension or red hold.

•

Selective removal of car parks and loading zone at key delay points

•

Construction of curb outstands to provide access to central bus lane

•

Utilize curb outstands to direct private motor vehicles into circulation
loops along side streets with general traffic banned between some side
streets

•

Conversion of angled car parks to extended ‘forward in, forward out’
parallel car parks

•

Extension of pedestrian pavement area where car parks are redesigned

•

Widen pedestrian crossings

•

Removal of car parks or loading zones at key pedestrian pinch points
and widen the footway.

•

Realign pedestrian crossings with key desire lines

•

Introduce zebra crossings on all side roads

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Accessibility

INTERSECTIONS
Rationalisation

CONGESTION
Exclusivity

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

PLAN

KEY FEATURES

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS
Distributed

SIDE ROADS
Closed

25m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Removed, exclusive bus operation

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

2

LAMBTON QUAY
Proposed to Include

H

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

H

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

H

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

M

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

M

5. Improve place quality

M

1. Improve cycling level of service

L

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N/A
M

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves
4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

Closely spaced stops (in order of 200m spacing) aligned to key side
streets and destinations

•

Stops relocated to new Lambton Quay street frontage made available
by side road closures

•

Closure of all secondary side roads along Lambton Quay and removal
of signal controls

•

All private motor vehicles prohibited from using Lambton Quay

•

All parking and loading zones removed.

•

Four lane cross section maintained, with reduced lane widths and lanes
designated as Bus Only

•

Commercial vehicle access limited to out of hours access only

•

Curb line and footway extended across all side roads

•

Pedestrian crossing points widened and aligned with desire lines.

•

Extension of pedestrian footway into space liberated by removal of
parking and loading zones

•

Bus stops repositioned to minimise obstruction to pedestrian
movements along Lambton Quay.

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Accessibility

INTERSECTIONS
Rationalisation

CONGESTION
Exclusivity

PEDESTRIAN
Urban Realm

PLAN

KEY FEATURES

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS
Distributed

SIDE ROADS
Closed

25m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Removed, exclusive bus operation

CROSSING
Uncontrolled, following desirelines

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

3

LAMBTON QUAY
Proposed to Include

H

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

H

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

H

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

H

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

H

5. Improve place quality

H

1. Improve cycling level of service

N-

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N/A
L

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves
4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

Closely spaced stops (in order of 200m spacing) aligned to key side
streets and destinations

•

Stops relocated to new Lambton Quay street frontage made available
by side road closures

•

Closure of all secondary side roads along Lambton Quay and removal
of signal controls

•

All private motor vehicles prohibited from using Lambton Quay

•

All parking and loading zones removed.

•

Cross section reduced to two lanes, with bus stops indented into the
pedestrian footway.

•

Commercial vehicle access limited to out of hours access only, with roll
over curbs providing opportunity to park on expanded footway.

•

All side roads converted to dead end shared zones

•

Curb lines extended across side roads and pedestrian areas expanded
to create pedestrian activity areas along the corridor (reallocating traffic
lanes to pedestrians)

•

Urban realm activity areas (mini parks) created at space created by side
road closures

•

Urban realm and expanded pedestrian footways intended to allow
pedestrians to filter across Lambton Quay without formal signalised
controls.

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Capacity

INTERSECTIONS
Signal Optimisation

CONGESTION
Segregation

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

KEY FEATURES

!

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS

!

Superstop

SIDE ROADS
Open with right turn ban

25m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Included

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

!
PLAN

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

!

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

4

LAMBTON QUAY
Proposed to Exclude

N-

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

M

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

N-

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

L
N-

4. Increase pedestrian capacity
5. Improve place quality

L

1. Improve cycling level of service

L

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N/A
H

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves
4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

All stops removed on Lambton Quay and replaced by a long frontage
high capacity stop on the northbound and southbound carriageway

•

High capacity stops would have multiple route specific flags to allow
simultaneous boarding

•

All buses attending Lambton Quay would utilise the consolidated high
capacity stop.

•

Introduce right turn bans into secondary side streets to reduce conflicts

•

Adjust signal phasing along Lambton Quay to provide additional green
time on bus approaches.

•

Coordinate pedestrian signals with buses, to provide green time
extension or red hold.

•

Selective removal of car parks and loading zone at key delay points

•

Curb outstands used to direct and restrict private motor vehicles from
the southbound high capacity stop.

•

Conversion of angled car parks to extended ‘forward in, forward out’
parallel car parks

•

Extension of pedestrian pavement area where car parks are redesigned

•

Widen pedestrian crossings

•

Removal of car parks or loading zones at key pedestrian pinch points
and widen the footway.

•

Realign pedestrian crossings with key desire lines and introduce zebra
crossings on all side roads

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Capacity

INTERSECTIONS
Rationalisation

CONGESTION
Exclusivity

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

KEY FEATURES

!

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS

!

Superstop, location has flexibility

SIDE ROADS
Closed

25m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Removed, exclusive bus operation

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

!
PLAN

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

!

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

5

LAMBTON QUAY
Proposed to Include

H

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

M

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

M

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

M

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

L

5. Improve place quality

M

1. Improve cycling level of service

N-

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N/A
M

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves
4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

All stops removed on Lambton Quay and replaced by a long frontage
high capacity stop on the northbound and southbound carriageway

•

High capacity stops would have multiple route specific flags to allow
simultaneous boarding

•

All buses attending Lambton Quay would utilise the consolidated high
capacity stop.

•

Closure of all secondary side roads along Lambton Quay and removal
of signal controls

•

Side road closures used to create additional Lambton Quay frontage for
optimal positioning of the southbound high capacity stop.

•

All private motor vehicles prohibited from using Lambton Quay

•

All parking and loading zones removed.

•

Four lane cross section maintained, with reduced lane widths and lanes
designated as Bus Only

•

Commercial vehicle access limited to out of hours access only

•

Curb line and footway extended across all side roads

•

Pedestrian crossing points widened and aligned with desire lines.

•

Extension of pedestrian footway into space liberated by removal of
parking and loading zones

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Capacity

INTERSECTIONS
Rationalisation

CONGESTION
Exclusivity

PEDESTRIAN
Urban Realm

KEY FEATURES

!

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS

!

Superstop

SIDE ROADS
Closed

25m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Removed, exclusive bus operation

CROSSING
Uncontrolled, following desirelines

!
PLAN

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

!

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

6

LAMBTON QUAY
Proposed to Exclude

H

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

M

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

M

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

M

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

M

5. Improve place quality

H

1. Improve cycling level of service

N-

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N/A
M

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves
4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

All stops removed on Lambton Quay and replaced by a long frontage
high capacity stop on the northbound and southbound carriageway

•

High capacity stops would have multiple, route-specific flags to allow
simultaneous boarding

•

All buses attending Lambton Quay would utilise the high capacity stop.

•

Closure of all secondary side roads along Lambton Quay and removal
of signal controls

•

Side road closures used to create additional Lambton Quay frontage for
optimal positioning of the southbound high capacity stop.

•

All private motor vehicles prohibited from using Lambton Quay

•

All parking and loading zones removed.

•

Four lane cross section maintained, with reduced lane widths and lanes
designated as Bus Only

•

Commercial vehicle access limited to out of hours access only

•

All secondary side roads converted to dead end shared zones

•

Curb lines extended and pedestrian areas expanded to create
pedestrian activity areas along the corridor (utilizing lane reduction)

•

Urban realm and expanded pedestrian footways intended to allow
pedestrians to filter across Lambton Quay without formal signalised
controls.

•

Pedestrian crossing will be prohibited adjacent high capacity stops

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Accessibility

INTERSECTIONS
Signal Optimisation

CONGESTION
Segregation

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

PLAN

KEY FEATURES
BUS STOPS
Distributed

SIDE ROADS
Open, Mercer Street single lane

18m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Included

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

EVALUATION SUMMARY

EXISTING SECTION
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

A

WILLIS STREET
Proposed to Exclude

L

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

L

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

L

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

L

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

L

5. Improve place quality

L

1. Improve cycling level of service

L

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N/A
H

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves
4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

Maintain a stop pair on Willis Street but relocate the stop pair to Mercer
Street (departure side for northbound and southbound services).

•

Skip stop operating plan may be required to manage limited capacity of
bus stops

•

Private motor vehicles limited to right turn only at Mercer Street.

•

Signal phasing adjusted at Lambton/Willis and Manners/Wills to provide
additional green time to bus approaches.

•

Removal of parking and loading from the extent of Willis Street between
Manners Street and Lambton Quay.

•

Removal of parking and limitations to private motor vehicle movements
allows for the creation of a continuous northbound bus only lane,
however limitations in available carriageway widths will require in-line
stops.

•

Limited opportunity to expand pedestrian footway due to carriageway
width limitations.

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Accessibility

INTERSECTIONS
Rationalisation

CONGESTION
Exclusivity

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

PLAN

KEY FEATURES

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS
Distributed

SIDE ROADS
Closed

18m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Removed, exclusive bus operation

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

B

WILLIS STREET
Proposed to Include

M

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

M

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

M

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

M

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

M

5. Improve place quality

N-

1. Improve cycling level of service

L
N/A
M

2. Resilience to network disruptions
3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves
4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

Maintain a stop pair on Willis Street but relocate the stop pair to Mercer
Street

•

Skip stop operating plan may be required to manage limited capacity of
bus stops

•

Private motor vehicles banned from Willis Street between Manners
Street and Lambton Quay.

•

Parking and loading removed from Willis Street between Manners
Street and Lambton Quay.

•

Bus stops may be indented due with carriageway reclaimed due to the
closure of Mercer Street.

•

Signal phasing adjusted at Lambton/Willis and Manners/Wills to provide
additional green time to bus approaches.

•

Commercial vehicle access limited to out of hours, with mountable curbs
allowing parking on footway out of hours.

•

Some expansions to pedestrian footway may be possible on the west
side of Willis Street where parking and loading has been removed.

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Accessibility

INTERSECTIONS
Rationalisation

CONGESTION
Segregation

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

PLAN

KEY FEATURES

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS
Distributed

SIDE ROADS
Closed

18m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Included only north-bound

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

C

WILLIS STREET
Proposed to Include

L

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

L

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

L

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

M

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

M

5. Improve place quality

L

1. Improve cycling level of service

L

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N/A
M

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves
4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

Maintain a stop pair on Willis Street but relocate the stop pair to Mercer
Street

•

Skip stop operating plan may be required to manage limited capacity of
bus stops

•

Mercer Street closed to traffic.

•

Private motor vehicles restricted to northbound movements only in a
shared traffic lane.

•

Parking and loading removed from Willis Street between Manners
Street and Lambton Quay.

•

Bus stops may be indented due with carriageway reclaimed due to the
closure of Mercer Street.

•

Signal phasing adjusted at Lambton/Willis and Manners/Wills to provide
additional green time to bus approaches.

•

Commercial vehicle access limited to out of hours, with mountable curbs
allowing parking on footway out of hours.

•

Some expansions to pedestrian footway may be possible on the west
side of Willis Street where parking and loading has been removed.

•

Some mitigation of potential merging conflicts between northbound
buses and general traffic may be possible, if Lambton Quay is limited
to Bus Only operations – left turn lane into Lambton Quay may be
designated as Bus Only.

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Capacity

INTERSECTIONS
Rationalisation

CONGESTION
Exclusivity

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

PLAN

KEY FEATURES

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS
Distributed

SIDE ROADS
Closed

18m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Removed, exclusive bus operation

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

D

WILLIS STREET
Proposed to Include

H

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

N-

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

M

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

H

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

M

5. Improve place quality

N-

1. Improve cycling level of service

N-

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N/A
M

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves
4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

All stops removed from Willis Street.

•

This may significantly reduce catchments if stops are also removed from
Manners Street.

•

Mercer Street closed to traffic.

•

Private motor vehicles banned from Willis Street between Manners
Street and Lambton Quay.

•

Parking and loading removed from Willis Street between Manners
Street and Lambton Quay.

•

Bus stops may be indented due with carriageway reclaimed due to the
closure of Mercer Street.

•

Signal phasing adjusted at Lambton/Willis and Manners/Wills to provide
additional green time to bus approaches.

•

Commercial vehicle access limited to out of hours, with mountable curbs
allowing parking on footway out of hours.

•

Significant expansions to pedestrian footway due to removal of Mercer
St crossing and reduction in parking and loading.

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Capacity

INTERSECTIONS
Signal Optimisation

CONGESTION
Segregation

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

PLAN

KEY FEATURES
BUS STOPS
Removed

SIDE ROADS
Open, Mercer Street single lane

18m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Included only in southern section

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

EVALUATION SUMMARY

EXISTING SECTION
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

E

WILLIS STREET
Proposed to Exclude

M

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

N-

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

L

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

L

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

L

5. Improve place quality

L

1. Improve cycling level of service

L

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N/A
M

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves
4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

All stops removed from Willis Street.

•

This may significantly reduce catchments if stops are also removed from
Manners Street.

•

Private motor vehicles limited to right turn only at Mercer Street.

•

Signal phasing adjusted at Lambton/Willis and Manners/Wills to provide
additional green time to bus approaches.

•

Removal of parking and loading from the extent of Willis Street between
Manners Street and Lambton Quay.

•

Removal of parking and limitations to private motor vehicle movements
allows for the creation of a continuous northbound bus only lane,
however limitations in available carriageway widths will require in-line
stops.

•

Limited opportunity to expand pedestrian footway due to carriageway
width limitations.

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Accessibility

INTERSECTIONS
Signal Optimisation

CONGESTION
Exclusivity

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

PLAN

KEY FEATURES

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS
Distributed

SIDE ROADS
Cuba Street pedestrianised

17m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Removed, exclusive bus operation

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

W

MANNERS STREET
Proposed to Include

L

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

L

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

M

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

L

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

L

5. Improve place quality

L

1. Improve cycling level of service

L

2. Resilience to network disruptions

H

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves

H

4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

Maintain two stop pairs along Manners St - located near Willis/Manners
and Cuba Street, relocated where possible to reduce signal interactions.

•

Due to limitations in available carriageway, stops must be retained as
in-line stops.

•

Provide active signal priority or green time extension for bus approaches
Victoria/Manners Intersection

•

Provide extended northbound right turn phase at Manners/Willis Street

•

Convert Cuba St into pedestrian operated signals.

•

Cuba Street shared zone will require a reconfiguration to allow access
from Wakefield. Ban all private motor vehicles from Manners Street
extending from Taranaki to Willis Street.

•

Private motor vehicles banned from Manners Street and all car parks
and loading zones removed.

•

Commercial vehicle access limited to out of hours.

•

Pedestrian pavements may be marginally increased near Cuba Street.

•

Footway may be increased at Cuba Street to narrow the crossing, due
to the removal of right turns at this location.

•

Potential to introduce scramble crossing phase at Victoria St/Manners

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Capacity

INTERSECTIONS
Signal Optimisation

CONGESTION
Exclusivity

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

PLAN

KEY FEATURES
BUS STOPS
Removed

SIDE ROADS
Cuba Street pedestrianised

17m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Removed, exclusive bus operation

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

EVALUATION SUMMARY

EXISTING SECTION
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

X

MANNERS STREET
Proposed to Include

H

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

N-

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

M

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

M

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

L

5. Improve place quality

L

1. Improve cycling level of service

L

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N-

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves

H

4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

All stops removed from Manners Street

•

This may significantly reduce catchments if stops are also removed from
Willis Street.

•

Provide active signal priority or green time extension for bus approaches
Victoria/Manners Intersection

•

Provide extended northbound right turn phase at Manners/Willis Street

•

Convert Cuba St into pedestrian operated signals.

•

Cuba Street shared zone will require a reconfiguration to allow access
from Wakefield. Ban all private motor vehicles from Manners Street
Mercer Street closed to traffic.

•

Private motor vehicles banned from Manners Street and all car parks
and loading zones removed.

•

Commercial vehicle access limited to out of hours.

•

Pedestrian pavements may be marginally increased near Cuba Street.

•

Footway may be increased at Cuba Street to narrow the crossing, due
to the removal of right turns at this location.

•

Potential to introduce scramble crossing phase at Victoria St/Manners

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Capacity

INTERSECTIONS
Signal Optimisation

CONGESTION
Segregation

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

PLAN

KEY FEATURES
BUS STOPS
Removed

SIDE ROADS
Open, Cuba Street retains access

17m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Included

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

EVALUATION SUMMARY

EXISTING SECTION
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

Y

MANNERS STREET
Proposed to Exclude

M

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

N-

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

L

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

L

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

N-

5. Improve place quality

L

1. Improve cycling level of service

L

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N-

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves

H

4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

All stops removed from Manners Street

•

This may significantly reduce catchments if stops are also removed from
Willis Street.

•

Provide active signal priority or green time extension for bus approaches
Victoria/Manners Intersection

•

Provide extended northbound right turn phase at Manners/Willis Street

•

All car parks and loading zones removed from Manners Street.

•

Commercial vehicle access limited to out of hours.

•

Footway may be increased at Cuba Street to narrow the crossing, due
to the removal of car parks.

•

Potential to introduce scramble crossing phase at Victoria St/Manners

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Capacity

INTERSECTIONS
Rationalisation

CONGESTION
Exclusivity

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

PLAN

KEY FEATURES
BUS STOPS
Removed

SIDE ROADS
Cuba Street pedestrianised

17m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Removed, exclusive bus operation

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

EVALUATION SUMMARY

EXISTING SECTION
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

Z

MANNERS STREET
Proposed to Exclude

H

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

N-

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

M

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

L

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

L

5. Improve place quality

L

1. Improve cycling level of service

L

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N-

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves

H

4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

All stops removed from Manners Street

•

This may significantly reduce catchments if stops are also removed from
Willis Street.

•

Provide active signal priority or green time extension for bus approaches
Victoria/Manners Intersection

•

Manners St/Willis St signals may be significantly improved or even
removed if Willis Street is limited to Bus Only Access.

•

Convert Cuba St into pedestrian operated signals.

•

Cuba Street shared zone will require a reconfiguration to allow access
from Wakefield. Ban all private motor vehicles from Manners Street
Mercer Street closed to traffic.

•

Private motor vehicles banned from Manners Street and all car parks
and loading zones removed.

•

Commercial vehicle access limited to out of hours.

•

Pedestrian pavements may be marginally increased near Cuba Street.

•

Footway may be increased at Cuba Street to narrow the crossing, due
to the removal of right turns at this location.

•

Potential to introduce scramble crossing phase at Victoria St/Manner

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Accessibility

INTERSECTIONS
Signal Optimisation

CONGESTION
Segregation

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

PLAN

KEY FEATURES

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS
Distributed
Distributed

SIDE ROADS
Open with right turn ban

24m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Included

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
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COURTENAY PLACE
Proposed to Exclude

M

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

L

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

L

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

L

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

L

5. Improve place quality

L

1. Improve cycling level of service

L

2. Resilience to network disruptions

H

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves

H

4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

Stop pairs maintained at Taranaki Street and Blair St/Cambridge
Terrace.

•

Adjust signal phasing along Courtenay Plc to provide additional green
time on bus approaches (Dynamic or static adjustments)

•

Introduce turn ban (left and right movements) into Tory Street from
northbound & southbound Courtenay Place.

•

Introduce green time extension or red hold for buses at pedestrian
signals.

•

Queue jump facility (transition) on northbound approach to Taranaki with
secondary advanced signal for general traffic.

•

Removal of all parking and loading along Courtenay Place (northbound
and southbound)

•

Introduction of curb side Bus Only lanes northbound and southbound
along Courtenay Place.

•

Courtenay Place service road will be converted to commercial vehicle/
taxi/uber use only.

•

Limited curb line extensions and increase to footway may be possible
with parking removal.

•

Zebra crossing controls will be introduced on all unsignalized side road.

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Accessibility

INTERSECTIONS
Rationalisation

CONGESTION
Exclusivity

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

KEY FEATURES

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS
Distributed

SIDE ROADS
Allen and Blair closed

24m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Removed, exclusive bus operation

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

PLAN

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
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COURTENAY PLACE
Proposed to Include

H

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

M

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

H

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

M

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

M

5. Improve place quality

M

1. Improve cycling level of service

L

2. Resilience to network disruptions

H

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves

M

4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

Stop pairs maintained at Taranaki Street and Blair St/Cambridge
Terrace.

•

Adjust signal phasing along Courtenay Plc to provide additional green
time on bus approaches (Dynamic or static adjustments)

•

Blair Street, Tory Street and Allen Street intersections are closed and
converted to shared zones.

•

Dixon Street leg of Taranaki/Courtenay intersection closed, with
vehicular access to Dixon limited to Inglewood Place only.

•

Private motor vehicles banned from Courtenay Place and all parking
and loading bays removed.

•

Four lanes of carriageway retained, with lanes designated as Bus Only.

•

Removal of Dixon Street leg and banning of private motor vehicles
provides an opportunity to simplify the signal plan at Taranaki and
Courtenay to improve efficiency.

•

Courtenay Place service road will be converted into a commercial
vehicle/taxi storage area with access limited to out of hours.

•

Curb lines and footways may be extended across closed side streets

•

Pedestrian footway width may be expanded by reclaiming carriageway
previously used for parking/loading.

•

Potential to provide a dedicated cycle lane, utilising carriageway gained
from reduction in parking.

•

Pedestrian crossings to be maintained with signal controls, with
locations aligned to key desire lines.

AFTER HOURS TAXI BAY

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Accessibility

INTERSECTIONS
Rationalisation

CONGESTION
Exclusivity

PEDESTRIAN
Urban Realm

PLAN

KEY FEATURES

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS
Distributed

SIDE ROADS
Allen, Blair, Dixon and Tory Street
urban realm opportunity

24m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Removed, exclusive bus operation

CROSSING
Uncontrolled, following desirelines

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
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COURTENAY PLACE
Proposed to Include

H

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

H

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

H

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

H

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

H

5. Improve place quality

M

1. Improve cycling level of service

N-

2. Resilience to network disruptions

H

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves

L

4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

Stop pairs maintained at Taranaki Street and Blair St/Cambridge
Terrace.

•

Adjust signal phasing along Courtenay Plc to provide additional green
time on bus approaches (Dynamic or static adjustments)

•

Blair Street, Tory Street and Allen Street intersections are closed and
converted to shared zones.

•

Dixon Street leg of Taranaki/Courtenay intersection closed and
converted into pedestrian only space, linking Te Aro Park with Cuba
Street.

•

Ban private motor vehicles from Courtenay Place and remove all
parking and loading bays.

•

Carriageway reduced to two lanes, with bus stops indented.

•

Removal of Dixon Street leg and banning of private motor vehicles
provides an opportunity to simplify the signal plan at Taranaki and
Courtenay to improve efficiency.

•

Courtenay Place service road will be converted into park.

•

Pedestrian pavement and curb lines extended across Blair, Tory and
Allen Streets.

•

Urban realm enhancements will link pedestrians to Cuba Street.

•

Carriageway reduction and urban realm enhancements designed to
encourage free movements across and along the corridor.

•

Cycles may be accommodated within the environment but will be limited
to slow speeds and will mingle with pedestrian traffic.

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Capacity

INTERSECTIONS
Signal Optimisation

CONGESTION
Segregation

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

KEY FEATURES

!

EXISTING SECTION

EVALUATION SUMMARY

BUS STOPS

!

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

Superstop

SIDE ROADS
Open with right turn ban

24m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Included

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

!
PLAN

!

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
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COURTENAY PLACE
Proposed to Exclude

L

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

N-

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

N-

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

L
N-

4. Increase pedestrian capacity
5. Improve place quality

L

1. Improve cycling level of service

L

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N-

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves

H

4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

Stops consolidated to form one high capacity stop for all routes on the
northbound and southbound carriageways.

•

Adjust signal phasing along Courtenay Plc to provide additional green
time on bus approaches (Dynamic or static adjustments)

•

Introduce turn ban (left and right movements) into Tory Street from
northbound & southbound Courtenay Place.

•

Introduce green time extension or red hold for buses at pedestrian
signals.

•

Queue jump facility (transition) on northbound approach to Taranaki with
secondary advanced signal for general traffic.

•

Removal of all parking and loading along Courtenay Place (northbound
and southbound)

•

Introduction of curb side Bus Only lanes northbound and southbound
along Courtenay Place.

•

Courtenay Place service road will be used as a bus layover and driver
relief area, with taxi use after hours.

•

Limited curb line extensions and increase to footway may be possible
with parking removal.

•

Zebra crossing controls will be introduced on all unsignalized side
roads.

BUS LAYOVER + PM TAXI

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Capacity

INTERSECTIONS
Rationalisation

CONGESTION
Exclusivity

PEDESTRIAN
Utility / Movement

KEY FEATURES

!

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS

!

Superstop

SIDE ROADS
Allen, Blair and Tory Street
urban realm opportunity

24m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Removed, exclusive bus operation

CROSSING
Signalised / controlled

!
PLAN

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

!

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
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COURTENAY PLACE
Proposed to Exclude

H

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

L

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

L

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

M

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

L

5. Improve place quality

M

1. Improve cycling level of service

N-

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N-

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves

L

4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

Stops consolidated to form one high capacity stop for all routes on the
northbound and southbound carriageways.

•

Adjust signal phasing along Courtenay Plc to provide additional green
time on bus approaches (Dynamic or static adjustments)

•

Blair Street, Tory Street and Allen Street intersections are closed and
converted to shared zones.

•

Dixon Street leg of Taranaki/Courtenay intersection closed, with
vehicular access to Dixon limited to Inglewood Place only.

•

Private motor vehicles banned from Courtenay Place and all parking
and loading bays removed.

•

Four lanes of carriageway retained, with lanes designated as Bus Only.

•

Removal of Dixon Street leg and banning of private motor vehicles
provides an opportunity to simplify the signal plan at Taranaki and
Courtenay to improve efficiency.

•

Courtenay Place service road will be converted into a bus layover and
relief are with use by taxi’s after hours.

•

Curb lines and footways may be extended across closed side streets

•

Pedestrian footway width may be expanded by reclaiming carriageway
previously used for parking/loading.

•

Potential to provide a dedicated cycle lane, utilising carriageway gained
from reduction in parking.

•

Pedestrian crossings to be maintained with signal controls, with
locations aligned to key desire lines.

DWELL / BUS DELAY
Capacity

INTERSECTIONS
Rationalisation

CONGESTION
Exclusivity

PEDESTRIAN
Urban Realm

KEY FEATURES

!

EXISTING SECTION

BUS STOPS

!

Superstop

SIDE ROADS
Allen, Blair, Dixon and Tory Street
urban realm opportunity

24m wide
POTENTIAL TYPICAL SECTION

PMV
Removed, exclusive bus operation

CROSSING
Uncontrolled, following desirelines

!
PLAN

EVALUATION SUMMARY
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

!

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
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COURTENAY PLACE
Proposed to Include

H

1. Improve bus travel time + reliability

M

2. Improve bus user comfort + convenience

M

3. Reduce pedestrian injury from crashes

M

4. Increase pedestrian capacity

M

5. Improve place quality

M

1. Improve cycling level of service

N-

2. Resilience to network disruptions

N-

3. Flexibility to adapt as network evolves

L

4. Tangible improvements in the
2018-21 / 2021-24 NLTP periods

FURTHER INFORMATION
•

Stops consolidated to form one high capacity stop for all routes on the
northbound and southbound carriageways.

•

Adjust signal phasing along Courtenay Plc to provide additional green
time on bus approaches (Dynamic or static adjustments)

•

Blair Street, Tory Street and Allen Street intersections are closed and
converted to shared zones.

•

Dixon Street leg of Taranaki/Courtenay intersection closed, with
vehicular access to Dixon limited to Inglewood Place only.

•

Private motor vehicles banned from Courtenay Place and all parking
and loading bays removed.

•

Four lanes of carriageway retained, with lanes designated as Bus Only.

•

Removal of Dixon Street leg and banning of private motor vehicles
provides an opportunity to simplify the signal plan at Taranaki and
Courtenay to improve efficiency.

•

Courtenay Place service road will be converted into a park.

•

Pedestrian pavement and curb lines extended
Allen Streets.

•

Urban realm enhancements will link pedestrians to Cuba Street.

•

Carriageway reduction and urban realm enhancements designed to
encourage free movements across and along the corridor.

•

Cycles may be accommodated within the environment but will be limited
to slow speeds and will mingle with pedestrian traffic.

across Blair, Tory and

C

Scenario Evaluation
Results

Lambton Quay
IO1

Scenario 1
Rationale
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
Enhancements to segregation and intersection improvements, coupled with
dispersed stopping pattern may provide limited improvements to bus operations, but
such improvements are likely to be reformative rather than transformative.

L

IO2

Scenario 3
Rationale
(List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
The combination of intersection rationalisation and exclusive bus operations is
expected to significantly enhance bus movements along the link and address
the principal causes of operational delay. Rationalisation of intersections allows
for the relocation of bus stops to optimal positions and removes significant
interaction delay between stops and signals. Dispersed stop spacing, in
combination with targeted relocation of stops and exclusive operations, may be
used to manage dwell along the link. The focus on urban realm enhancements
may reduce overall free flow of buses, however the relative level of
improvement is expected to be high.

Dispersed stops, with intersection rationalisation allows for optimal positioning
of stops at former side roads, increasing effective catchments and reducing
dwell.

Dispersed stops, with intersection rationalisation allows for optimal positioning
of stops at former side roads, increasing effective catchments and reducing
dwell. Urban Realm focus likely to create spaces that a comfortable and
appealing to pedestrians, significantly improving customer perceptions and
convenience.

H

Focus on maintaining dispersed, closely spaced stops, coupled with minor relocations
will offer some improvement to dwell and customer convenience.

M
IO3

H
Improvements to segregation of transport and reduction in street furniture may
marginally improve pedestrian safety, however such improvements are expected to
be marginal.

L

IO4

L

H

Priority over side streets, yet still a need to cross intersections causing some
delay/risk
Crossings aligning with desire lines
4 lanes is not very safe for informal crossing
Segregation requires space, reducing available space for movement

M

Focus on utility
Bus stops along central island disconnects two sides of the street in a retail
environment
PMV still included
Segregation reduces space available for seating/environmental comfort
Space gained is given to movement rather than dwelling

IO5

L

CSF1

L

CSF2

M

- continued use of the Golden Mile for private motor vehicles means opportunities to
reallocate road space to cyclists are limited
- in some sections, cyclists share road space with buses
- no. conflict points for cyclists similar

M

- little change

L
CSF3

Scenario 2
Rationale
Rating
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
(H / M / L / N)
The combination of intersection rationalisation and exclusive bus operations is
expected to significantly enhance bus movements along the link and address
the principal causes of operational delay. Rationalisation of intersections allows
for the relocation of bus stops to optimal positions and removes significant
interaction delay between stops and signals. Dispersed stop spacing, in
combination with targeted relocation of stops and exclusive operations, may be
used to manage dwell along the link. Overall a high level of improvement is
expected.

-

CSF4

M

H

Removal of all traffic, other than buses from Lambton Quay will significantly
reduce pedestrian/vehicle conflicts and the closure of side roads will remove
potential conflict points for pedestrians travelling along Lambton Quay. The
removal of intersections may impact cross corridor travel, as the number of
controlled crossings will be reduced under this option.

Side roads closed = easier to move along
Crossings are aligned to desire lines, they are still signalised = not ped priority
4 bus lanes reduces safety of informal crossing
Exclusivity reduces conflict with peds and requires less space
Retains service lane = hard to cross
Could be low due to 4 lanes for buses, however
Side streets closed = pockets of refuge
No PMV = more comfortable
Space claimed from parking given to ped utility, rather than supporting
dwelling/env comfort = not the most desirable place to spend time, focus on
moving along, but less congested and there are a reasonable number of safe
opportunities to cross

- exclusion of private motor vehicles reduces risk to people who cycle
- maintaining two lanes in each direction for buses and people who cycle allows
space for these users to pass each other
- closure of all side roads removes many conflict points
- assumption that conflicts between buses and cyclists can / will be managed
- some potential to reallocate road space

Physical works associated with
- new and relocated bus stops
- large kerb build-outs / footway extensions
Banning traffic from some sections of Lambton Quay expected to need significant
change management

H

H

-

H

M

-

Physical works associated with
- new and relocated bus stops
- large kerb build-outs / footway extensions
- footway extensions across all side-road closures
Banning traffic from Lambton Quay expected to need significant change
management

1

Side roads closed
Increased space for movement along from reclaimed lanes
Easier to cross due to 2 lanes, no PMV, buses stopping more frequently

H

N
- not applicable for Lambton Quay

Removal of all traffic, other than buses from Lambton Quay will significantly
reduce pedestrian/vehicle conflicts and the closure of side roads will remove
potential conflict points for pedestrians travelling along Lambton Quay. The
removal of intersections will be offset by the creation a highly permeable public
realm with cross corridor connections encouraged informally.

Opportunity to move the two lanes to shady side of road, with wide ped realm
on sunny side of the road?
Lanes reclaimed from vehicles allow space for easy movement along GM as well
as space for seating, activity, env. comfort, WSD
Easy to cross road due to reduced vehicle width
Less noise due to no PMV and only 2 lanes buses

- little change

L
- not applicable for Lambton Quay

H

L

- exclusion of private motor vehicles reduces risk to cyclists
- closure of all side roads reduces the number of conflict points
- providing only one lane in each direction shared by buses and people who
cycle will increase conflicts between these road users
- assumption that 1.5m - 2m corridor width is allocated to cyclists

- providing only one lane in each direction for buses means that services must
be diverted from the Golden Mile if there is a breakdown, road works or other
lane closure
- side road closures mean that it will be difficult to move buses "trapped"
immediately behind a broken down vehicle
- not applicable for Lambton Quay
Physical works associated with
- new and relocated bus stops
- increasing the width of footways along the length of Lambton Quay
- footway extensions across all side-road closures
Banning traffic from Lambton Quay expected to need significant change
management

Lambton Quay
IO1

Scenario 4
Rationale
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
The creation of a pair of bus super stops may provide opportunity to mitigate
dwell time delay, however in the absence of signal rationalisation there may be
significant interaction with high volumes of buses and existing intersections.
Segregation offers some opportunities to manage the mix of use, the
consolidation of buses at a single location in the absence of exclusivity may
exacerbate delay rather than mitigate it.

N

M

Creation of a pair of high capacity stops may offer customers ease of transfer
between routes, however this may be offset by significantly decreased
catchments. Options for optimal positioning of stops are limited, due to the
maintenance of mix of uses and the retention of intersections.

N

Improvements to segregation of transport and reduction in street furniture may
marginally improve pedestrian safety, however such improvements are
expected to be marginal. The creation of a high capacity bus stop, coupled with
the retention of general traffic, will create a highly complex operating
environment that will impose increased risk to pedestrians crossing at/near this
location. In view of this, overall pedestrian safety is considered to be reduced.

IO2

IO3

IO4

L
IO5

N

CSF1

L

Minimal space regained
Difficult to cross street with parked cars, PMV, high capacity bus movements
Ped crossings are given over side streets = minor improvement

No improvement in terms of spatial allowance from current
Not a desirable place to spend time due to intensity of vehicle movements
Large bus platform requires significant infrastructure, creates barrier and
sterilises public realm - more about utility and function than a pleasant retail
environment
Remaining section of LQ is similar to existing in terms of vehicle use, with higher
bus capacity

- removal of angle parks, fewer bus stops and right turn bans will improve
conditions for people who cycle
- left-turning and parking conflict points remain
- riding environment is similar to present

H

M

M

M

L
H

Removal of all traffic, other than buses from Lambton Quay will significantly
reduce pedestrian/vehicle conflicts and the closure of side roads will remove
potential conflict points for pedestrians travelling along Lambton Quay. The
removal of intersections may impact cross corridor travel, as the number of
controlled crossings will be reduced under this option. The creation of a high
capacity bus stop will introduce significant restrictions to cross corridor travel at
the location of the bus stop, comparatively this option is therefore considered
to have a medium improvement to pedestrian safety.

Side roads closed
No PMV = less traffic conflict crossing road
Still 4 lanes with high capacity = difficult to cross
Parking bays given to ped movement

Assumed that footway extensions where car parks are redesigned can occur
progressively

M

M

M

M

Removal of all traffic, other than buses from Lambton Quay will significantly
reduce pedestrian/vehicle conflicts and the closure of side roads will remove
potential conflict points for pedestrians travelling along Lambton Quay. The
removal of intersections will be offset by the creation a highly permeable public
realm with cross corridor connections encouraged informally. The exception to
this is at the location of the high capacity stop pair, where pedestrian
permeability will be constrained or controlled, due to the high risk of conflict
between buses and pedestrians at this location.

Side roads closed
No PMV = less traffic conflict crossing road
Still 4 lanes with high capacity = difficult to cross, although made more
permeable through focus on urban realm
Parking bays shared between ped movement and dwelling
Would be high if not for the high capacity stop. Large bus platform requires
significant infrastructure, creates barrier and sterilises public realm - more
about utility and function than a pleasant retail environment

- exclusion of private motor vehicles reduces risk to people who cycle
- maintaining two lanes in both directions for buses and people who cycle allows
space for these users to pass each other
- closure of all side roads removes many conflict points
- assumption that conflicts between buses and cyclists can / will be managed
- reduced lane width may erode the improvements for people that cycle which
this scenario brings

H

- little change (except reduced lane widths)

-

Creation of a pair of high capacity stops may offer customers ease of transfer
between routes, however this may be offset by significantly decreased
catchments. Intersection rationalisation allows for optimal positioning,
potentially providing opportunity to position stops in locations optimal to
maximise catchments. Focus on urban realm may provide further convenience
and comfort to passengers.

M

N
- not applicable for Lambton Quay

H

M

L

Aside from the development of the high capacity bus stop pair this scenario can
be delivered through changes to signs and lines.

CSF4

Creation of a pair of high capacity stops may offer customers ease of transfer
between routes, however this may be offset by significantly decreased
catchments. Intersection rationalisation allows for optimal positioning,
potentially providing opportunity to position stops in locations optimal to
maximise catchments.

Scenario 6
Rationale
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
The creation of a pair of super stops, combined with exclusive operations and
intersection rationalisation provides sufficient design flexibility to position high
capacity stops at an optimal operational location and also mitigates the risks
posed by signal interaction with high volume stops. Exclusive operation will
create essentially a bus interchange at Lambton Quay, which is likely to
significantly improve reliability, reduce dwell and improve journey times along
this link. These gains maybe slightly offset by the focus on pedestrian
accessibility in the space, but overall operational benefits are expected to be
high.

Focus on utility rather than public realm creation, places to dwell, vegetation,
hospitality etc
Removing PMV improves noise, less sense of vehicle priority, less busy
Large bus platform requires significant infrastructure, creates barrier and
sterilises public realm - more about utility and function than a pleasant retail
environment

- little change

CSF2

CSF3

Scenario 5
Rationale
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
The creation of a pair of super stops, combined with exclusive operations and
intersection rationalisation provides sufficient design flexibility to position high
capacity stops at an optimal operational location and also mitigates the risks
posed by signal interaction with high volume stops. Exclusive operation will
create essentially a bus interchange at Lambton Quay, which is likely to
significantly improve reliability, reduce dwell and improve journey times along
this link.

N
- not applicable for Lambton Quay

-

Physical works associated with
- development of the high capacity bus stop pair
- footway extensions across all side-road closures
Assumed that footway extensions where car parks are redesigned can occur
progressively
Banning traffic from Lambton Quay expected to need significant change
management

2

M

- exclusion of private motor vehicles reduces risk to people who cycle
- maintaining two lanes in each direction for buses and people who cycle allows
space for these users to pass each other
- closure of all side roads removes many conflict points
- assumption that conflicts between buses and cyclists can / will be managed
- assumption that 1.5m - 2m corridor width is allocated to cyclists

- providing only one lane in each direction for buses means that services must
be diverted from the Golden Mile if there is a breakdown, road works or other
lane closure
- side road closures mean that it will be difficult to move buses "trapped"
immediately behind a broken down vehicle
- not applicable for Lambton Quay
Physical works associated with
- development of the high capacity bus stop pair
- increasing the width of footways along the length of Lambton Quay
- footway extensions across all side-road closures
Banning traffic from Lambton Quay expected to need significant change
management

Willis Street
IO1

Scenario A
Rationale
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
Retention of bus stops and minor improvements to signals likely to provide
marginal improvement only.

L

IO2

L

M

Relocation of bus stops offers opportunity to marginally improve boarding and
alighting, and may allow for small enhancements to customers waiting
environment.

L
IO4

L

Bus stop remains mid block = ped congestion
Mercer St open = intersection to cross
West footpath between Mercer and LQ wider, but nowhere else to relieve
congestion

M

M

Removal of general traffic and the closure of Mercer St will provide some
improvements to pedestrian journeys along Willis Street, but may also reduce
opportunities to safely cross the corridor. Relocation of stops to a mid block
location may encourage uncontrolled pedestrian movements across Willis Street.

M

Focus on utility, minimal improvement to urban realm other than expansion of
footpath to make more comfortable for shoppers

IO5

L
CSF1

L

CSF2

N
-

CSF4

H

M
- no change for southbound cyclists (i.e. SB is currently, and would continue to
be, buses only)
- northbound buses have priority lane adjacent to general traffic lane
- people that cycle mix either with buses, with mother motorised traffic or both
- cyclists benefit from removal of NB side friction

-services operating along Willis Street are already susceptible to bus-breakdowns
or lane closures associated with road works or other incidents
- banning private motor vehicles from Willis Street NB (Mercer to Lambton)
reduces route choice which could reduce the ability for the network to
accommodate shocks
- not applicable for Willis Street
Physical works involve:
- tree removal
- bus stop relocation
- minor footway widening
- signs and lines

L

Stop positioning may be optimised when more opportunities are provided
through the closure of Mercer St, which may provide additional catchment, as
well as more room for shelters or other passenger amenities.

Improvements to segregation and minor improvements to pedestrian footpaths
may offer minor enhancements to pedestrian safety.

IO3

CSF3

Scenario B
Rationale
Rating
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
(H / M / L / N)
Exclusive operation and removal of intersections likely to significantly improve
bus throughput and journey time, particularly if Mercer St intersection is
removed and utilised as a bus stop. Retention of stop pair at Willis likely to
increase dwell and platooning, and the NB bus stop may not have sufficient room
for indentation which may compromise operations.

N

N
-

M

Bus stops remain, but indents reduce space available for peds
Mercer St closed = easy to cross
PMV ban = less conflict to crossing street
West footpath between Mercer and LQ wider, but nowhere else to relieve
congestion
Focus on utility, minimal improvement to urban realm other than limited
expansion of footpath to make more comfortable for shoppers,
Removal of PMV makes more comfortable for shoppers
Mercer St closed = urban realm opportunity

- no change for southbound cyclists (i.e. SB is currently, and would continue to
be, buses only)
- assumption that cyclists would share the NB bus priority lane
- Mercer Street is key part of central city strategic cycling network
- closure of right turn from Willis to Mercer would increase cycle distances for
some journeys (e.g. Willis or Boulcott to waterfront)
- cyclists benefit from removal of NB side friction
-services operating along Willis Street are already susceptible to bus-breakdowns
or lane closures associated with road works or other incidents
- banning private motor vehicles from Willis Street NB (Manners to Lambton)
reduces route choice which could reduce the ability for the network to
accommodate shocks
- not applicable for Willis Street
Physical works involve:
- tree removal
- bus stop relocation
- footway widening along the length of Willis Street
- signs and lines
Already constrained width of Willis Street likely to add time and / or cost to
implementation

3

Scenario C
Rationale
(List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
Retention of bus stops and minor improvements to signals likely to provide
marginal improvement only.
Maintaining access for northbound motor vehicles but removing parking and
loading will remove some side friction but not eliminate congestion

L

Relocation of bus stops offers opportunity to marginally improve boarding and
alighting, and may allow for small enhancements to customers waiting
environment.

L

Improvements to segregation and minor improvements to pedestrian footpaths
may offer minor enhancements to pedestrian safety but similar traffic flows
northbound mean little change to pedestrians / private motor vehicle crossing
conflict.

M

M

L

Bus stops remain, but indents reduce space available for peds
Mercer St closed = easy to cross, Barnes Dance opportunity connecting Press
Hall to Mercer/Civic Sq

Focus on utility, minimal improvement to urban realm other than limited
expansion of footpath to make more comfortable
Mercer St closed = urban realm opportunity and active mode connection

- similar to scenario A
- no change for southbound cyclists (i.e. SB is currently, and would continue to
be, buses only)
- assumption that cyclists would share the NB carriageway with buses and private
motor vehicles
- cyclists benefit from removal of NB side friction
- removal of all bus stops could increase speed of buses
- reducing carriage width by widening footways will worsen the resilience to
operational disruption

L
-

M

- not applicable for Willis Street
Physical works involve:
- bus stop relocation
- footway widening where parking or loading bays are removed- signs and lines
Already constrained width of Willis Street likely to add time and / or cost to
implementation

Willis Street
IO1

Scenario D
Rationale
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
Removal of signalised delay at Mercer, with exclusive operation and removal of
all bus stops will significantly reduce delay and improve reliability on this link.

H

M

Removal of bus stops on Willis will decrease accessibility and catchments.

IO2

N
IO3

M
IO4

H
IO5

M
CSF1

N

CSF2

N
CSF3

Scenario E
Rationale
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
Exclusive operations between Mercer and Lambton will improve bus operations
and the removal of stops along Willis will significantly reduce delay due to
removal of dwell-intersection interaction on Willis St/Lambton. This is balanced
against the retention of Mercer St as a signal controlled intersection which will
continue to impart delay and the continuation of mixed traffic along the length of
Willis will contribute side friction and congestion delay.

-

CSF4

M

Removal of bus stops on Willis will decrease accessibility and catchments.

N
Removal of general traffic along Willis, combined with the removal of Mercer
Street intersection and bus stops will improve pedestrian journey's along Willis
Street. This should be offset by a reduction in controlled crossing points across
Willis Street. Overall this option provides a medium level of pedestrian safety
improvement.
Bus stops removed = less congestion
Mercer St closed = easy to cross
PMV ban = less conflict to crossing street
2-lanes along length = as much ped space as possible

Focus on utility, reclaiming lane for wider footpath improves comfort
Removal of PMV makes more comfortable for shoppers
Mercer St closed = urban realm opportunity

- similar to scenario B except with removal of bus stops
- no change for southbound cyclists (i.e. SB is currently, and would continue to
be, buses only)
- assumption that cyclists would share the NB bus priority lane
- Mercer Street is key part of central city strategic cycling network
- closure of right turn from Willis to Mercer would increase cycle distances for
some journeys (e.g. Willis or Boulcott to waterfront)
- removal of all bus stops could increase speed of buses
- reducing carriage width by widening footways will worsen the resilience to
operational disruption
- banning private motor vehicles from Willis Street NB (Manners to Lambton)
reduces route choice which could reduce the ability for the network to
accommodate shocks
- not applicable for Willis Street
Physical works involve:
- bus stop relocation
- extending footway across closed Mercer Street intersection
- footway widening along the length of Willis Street
- signs and lines
Already constrained width of Willis Street likely to add time and / or cost to
implementation

L

L

L

L

L
-

M

Removal of bus stops and marginal improvements to pedestrian pavements will
offer a limited improvement to pedestrian safety for pedestrians travelling along
the corridor. Bus stop removal may encourage increased volumes of traffic along
Willis St.

Minimal space regained
Difficult to cross street with parked cars, PMV, high capacity bus movements
Ped crossings are given over side streets = minor improvement

Focus on utility, minimal improvement to urban realm other than limited
expansion of footpath to make more comfortable for shoppers,
Removal of PMV makes more comfortable for shoppers
Mercer St closed = urban realm opportunity

- similar to scenario A except with removal of bus stops
- no change for southbound cyclists (i.e. SB is currently, and would continue to
be, buses only)
- assumption that cyclists would share the NB bus priority lane
- cyclists benefit from removal of NB side friction
- removal of all bus stops could increase speed of buses

-services operating along Willis Street are already susceptible to bus-breakdowns
or lane closures associated with road works or other incidents
- little change from existing situation

- not applicable for Willis Street
Physical works involve:
- bus stop relocation
- extending footway across closed Mercer Street intersection
- footway widening along the length of Willis Street
- signs and lines
Already constrained width of Willis Street likely to add time and / or cost to
implementation
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Manners Street
IO1

Scenario W
Rationale
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
Exclusive operations and improvements to intersections will provide opportunity
for improvements, but constraints in cross section carriageway reduce
opportunities for buses to overtake. Any operational improvements likely to be
largely absorbed due to over capacity of bus stops.

L

IO2

L
IO3

M
IO4

L
IO5

L
CSF1

L
CSF2

L
CSF3

Retention and relocation of stops offers opportunity to marginally improve dwell
times

Removal of general traffic as well as loading and parking movements from
Manners will reduce potential pedestrian conflicts. Conversion of Cuba Street
into a POS will improve pedestrian crossing at this location. Overall a medium
improvement to pedestrian safety.

Some space regained from car parks and bus stops, retaining some stops =
congestion
PMV removed = easier to cross
Cuba turn banned = easier to cross (closed completely?)
Focus on utility, few opportunities for dwelling
PMV removed = less noise and risk

- cyclists are currently only permitted to use Manners Street NB between
Taranaki and Cuba and SB between Willis and Victoria on weekends and from
19:00 - 18:00 on weekdays
- this scenario bans traffic except buses from Manners between Taranaki and
Cuba
- in real terms very little change from the existing situation
-services operating along Willis Street are already susceptible to bus-breakdowns
or lane closures associated with road works or other incidents
- little change from existing situation

Scenario X
Rationale
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
Removal of stops on Manners will significantly improve journey time and
throughput along Manners. Coupled with exclusive operations and the removal
of the RT at Cuba street, this combination of treatments is likely to significantly
enhance operations along the link.

H

N

M

M
L

L

H

Bus stops removed = less congestion
PMV ban = easier to cross
Cuba turn banned = easier to cross (closed completely?)

Focus on utility, few opportunities for dwelling
PMV removed = less noise and risk

- cyclists are currently only permitted to use Manners Street NB between
Taranaki and Cuba and SB between Willis and Victoria on weekends and from
19:00 - 18:00 on weekdays
- this scenario bans traffic except buses from Manners between Taranaki and
Cuba
- in real terms very little change from the existing situation

L
N

- this scenario removes all bus stops located on Manners Street
- removal of Manners Street bus stops may limit the opportunity to or
effectiveness of interchange with a MRT routed along Taranaki Street

H

- this scenario would be quick and easy to implement
- removal of bus stops likely to improve travel times and travel time reliability
more than scenario W

- this scenario would be quick and easy to implement

CSF4

Removal of general traffic as well as loading and parking movements from
Manners will reduce potential pedestrian conflicts. Conversion of Cuba Street
into a POS will improve pedestrian crossing at this location. Retention of bus
stops may encourage cross corridor travel, however overall a medium
improvement to pedestrian safety.

-services operating along Willis Street are already susceptible to bus-breakdowns
or lane closures associated with road works or other incidents
- little change from existing situation

- little / no change from existing situation

H

Removal of bus stops along Manners will reduce overall access bus services along
the golden mile.
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Manners Street
IO1

Scenario Y
Rationale
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
Removal of stops along Manners and in particular the Manners St/Willis Street
intersection interaction will significantly improve operations along the link. This
is offset by the retention of mixed traffic and side friction and intersection delay
at Cuba St.

M

IO2

N
IO3

L
IO4

L
IO5

N
CSF1

L

Removal of bus stops along Manners will reduce overall access bus services along
the golden mile.

Removal of car parks and loading will reduce vehicle/pedestrian conflict points
and stop removal may reduce cross corridor connections required. Retention of
general traffic and minor signalling enhancements unlikely to significantly
improve pedestrian safety.

Bus stops removed = less congestion
PMV remain
Cuba open
Some space regained from parking to relieve congestion
Focus on utility, few opportunities for dwelling
PMV retained - vehicle dominant environment that detracts from quality of place

- cyclists are currently only permitted to use Manners Street NB between
Taranaki and Cuba and SB between Willis and Victoria on weekends and from
19:00 - 18:00 on weekdays
- very little change for cyclists from the existing situation

L

-services operating along Willis Street are already susceptible to bus-breakdowns
or lane closures associated with road works or other incidents
- little change from existing situation

N

- this scenario removes all bus stops located on Manners Street
- removal of Manners Street bus stops may limit the opportunity to or
effectiveness of interchange with a MRT routed along Taranaki Street

H

- this scenario would be quick and easy to implement
- removal of bus stops likely to improve travel times and travel time reliability
more than scenario W

CSF2

CSF3

CSF4

Scenario Z
Rationale
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
Removal of stops on Manners will significantly improve journey time and
throughput along Manners. Coupled with exclusive operations and the removal
of Cuba St intersection, this combination of treatments is likely to significantly
enhance operations along the link. Further benefits may be achieved if
treatments allow for the removal/isolation of the Manners/Willis Street
intersection (depending on Willis St option).

H

N

M

L
L

L

Removal of bus stops along Manners will reduce overall access bus services along
the golden mile.

Removal of general traffic as well as loading and parking movements from
Manners will reduce potential pedestrian conflicts. Conversion of Cuba Street
into a POS will improve pedestrian crossing at this location. Overall a medium
improvement to pedestrian safety.

Bus stops removed = less congestion
Cuba Street crossing closed - less permeable
PMV ban = less conflict to crossing street
2-lanes along length = as much ped space as possible
Focus on utility, reclaiming lane for wider footpath improves comfort
Removal of PMV makes more comfortable for shoppers
Cuba Street crossing closed - less connection to high place value zone
- cyclists are currently only permitted to use Manners Street NB between
Taranaki and Cuba and SB between Willis and Victoria on weekends and from
19:00 - 18:00 on weekdays
- this scenario bans traffic except buses from Manners between Taranaki and
Cuba
- in real terms very little change from the existing situation

L

-services operating along Willis Street are already susceptible to bus-breakdowns
or lane closures associated with road works or other incidents
- little change from existing situation

N

- this scenario removes all bus stops located on Manners Street
- removal of Manners Street bus stops may limit the opportunity to or
effectiveness of interchange with a MRT routed along Taranaki Street

H

- this scenario would be quick and easy to implement
- removal of bus stops likely to improve travel times and travel time reliability
more than scenario W
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Courtenay Place
IO1

Scenario 7
Rationale
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
Signal optimisation and maintenance of mixed traffic along Courtenay will
provide a marginal improvements to bus operations, but the principle delay
factors (intersection, side friction and congestion) will retained.

M

IO2

L
IO3

L

IO4

L
IO5

L

CSF1

L

CSF2

Scenario 8
Rationale
Rating
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
(H / M / L / N)
Removal of mixed traffic and rationalisation of intersections will allow for
significant opportunities to enhance bus operations along the link. Exclusive bus
operations also allow for a significant rationalisation of Courtney and Taranaki,
which is likely to improve signal efficiency and reduce delay.

H

Improvements in vehicle segregation, removal of parking and minor
improvements to bus stop locations will marginally improve access to bus
services and dwell.

Minor enhancements to segregation and optimisation of signals unlikely to
significantly improve pedestrian safety. Minor enhancements will offer slight
reduction in risk, but broadly the use of the link will remain approximate to the
current situation.

Priority over side streets, yet still a need to cross intersections causing some
delay/risk
removal of all parking gives additional space and reduces conflict when crossing
Crossings aligning with desire lines
4 lanes is not very safe for informal crossing
Segregation requires space, reducing available space for movement
Focus on utility
Bus stops along central island disconnects two sides of the street in a retail
environment
PMV still included
Segregation reduces space available for seating/environmental comfort
Space gained is given to movement rather than dwelling

- Courtenay Place is a strategic link in the central city active travel network and
needs to cater for the "interested but concerned"
- banning turns to and from Tory Street removes some conflict points
- removal of all parking and loading bays removes many conflict points
- reduction in side friction may increase the speed of motorised traffic
- limited opportunity to allocate space for cyclists
- higher rating if parking / loading space reallocated for cyclists
- assumption that provision will be made for people who cycle from Courtenay
Place to Dixon Street (which is also a link on the central city strategic cycle
network)

M

H

M

M

M

- little change

L
CSF3

H
CSF4

Exclusive bus operation, coupled with intersection removal offers opportunity to
relocate bus stops to optimal locations. Balance of stop accessibility may
increase loading and specific stops, notably those located near Taranaki.

H

Exclusive bus operations and removal/simplification of major intersections will
significantly improve pedestrian safety along the corridor. POS should be
retained and enhanced under this option, so cross corridor pedestrian
movements should also be improved. Generally a high degree of improvement
expected under this scenario to pedestrian safety.

H

Side roads closed = easier to move along
Crossings are aligned to desire lines, they are still signalised = not ped priority
4 bus lanes reduces safety of informal crossing
Exclusivity reduces conflict with peds and requires less space
Retains service lane = hard to cross

H

Assumed that footway extensions where car parks are redesigned can occur
progressively

Side streets closed = pockets of refuge
No PMV = more comfortable
Space claimed from parking given to ped utility, rather than supporting
dwelling/env comfort = not the most desirable place to spend time, focus on
moving along, but less congested and there are a reasonable number of safe
opportunities to cross

H

- Courtenay Place is a strategic link in the central city active travel network and
needs to cater for the "interested but concerned"
- exclusion of private motor vehicles reduces risk to people who cycle
- maintaining two lanes in each direction for buses and people who cycle allows
space for these users to pass each other
- closure of side roads removes many conflict points
- assumption that conflicts between buses and cyclists can / will be managed
- limited opportunity to allocate space for cyclists
- higher rating if parking / loading space reallocated for cyclists
- assumption that provision will be made for people who cycle from Courtenay
Place to Dixon Street (which is also a link on the central city strategic cycle
network)

M

N
- assumption that bus stop pairs at Kent / Cambridge end and Taranaki end
would both serve all routes although with multiple boarding / alighting points at
each pair allocated to specific routes

Banning traffic from Courtenay Place expected to need significant change
management
Assumed that footway extensions where car parks are redesigned can occur
progressively
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Dixon Street ped only with potential also for Blair and Allen
Te Aro park expansion opportunity
Focus on urban realm with high permeability, supports hospitality
Opportunity to move the two lanes to shady side of road, with wide ped realm
on sunny side of the road?
Lanes reclaimed from vehicles allow space for easy movement along GM as well
as space for seating, activity, env. comfort, WSD
Easy to cross road due to reduced vehicle lane allowance
Less noise due to no PMV and only 2 lanes for buses
- Courtenay Place is a strategic link in the central city active travel network and
needs to cater for the "interested but concerned"
- exclusion of private motor vehicles reduces risk to people who cycle
- closure of side roads removes many conflict points
- providing only one lane in each direction shared by buses and people who cycle
will increase conflicts between these road users
- opportunity to allocate space for cyclists but this would reduce space
reallocated for pedestrians
- assumption that provision will be made for people who cycle from Courtenay
Place to Dixon Street (which is also a link on the central city strategic cycle
network)

- providing only one lane in each direction for buses means that services must be
diverted from the Golden Mile if there is a breakdown, road works or other lane
closure
- side road closures mean that it will be difficult to move buses "trapped"
immediately behind a broken down vehicle

H

- assumption that bus stop pairs at Kent / Cambridge end and Taranaki end
would both serve all routes although with multiple boarding / alighting points at
each pair allocated to specific routes

L

Physical works associated with
- relocated bus stops
- increasing the width of footways along the length of Courtenay Place
- footway extensions across all side-road closures
Banning traffic from Courtenay Place expected to need significant change
management

Physical works associated with
- relocated bus stops
- footway extensions across side-road closures

M

Exclusive bus operations and removal/simplification of major intersections will
significantly improve pedestrian safety along the corridor. Emphasis on creating
a highly permeable public realm with high pedestrian permeability across the
corridor will focus on facilitating easy, informal crossing of the corridor.
Generally a high degree of improvement expected under this scenario to
pedestrian safety.

H

L
- assumption that bus stop pairs at Kent / Cambridge end and Taranaki end
would both serve all routes although with multiple boarding / alighting points at
each pair allocated to specific routes

Exclusive bus operation, coupled with intersection removal offers opportunity to
relocate bus stops to optimal locations. Balance of stop accessibility may
increase loading and specific stops, notably those located near Taranaki. Focus
on urban realm enhancements will create spaces that offer increased comfort
for passengers waiting for services.

Side roads closed
Easier to cross due to 2 lanes, no PMV, buses stopping more frequently

- little change

Aside from the development of the high capacity bus stop pair this scenario can
be delivered through changes to signs and lines.

H

H

Scenario 9
Rationale
(List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
Removal of mixed traffic and rationalisation of intersections will allow for
significant opportunities to enhance bus operations along the link. Exclusive bus
operations also allow for a significant rationalisation of Courtney and Taranaki,
which is likely to improve signal efficiency and reduce delay. Focus on urban
realm may marginally reduce bus travel times, due to pre-eminence of
pedestrians at the top of the transport hierarchy, however benefits to bus
operations are expected be substantial.

Courtenay Place
IO1

Scenario 10
Rationale
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
Rationalisation of bus stops and the creation of a high capacity super stop may
improve boarding and alighting efficiency, however the retention of mixed
traffic may reduce the ability of buses to efficiently enter and exit the stop. This
combination of treatments is likely to compound delay rather than improve it.

L

IO2

N
IO3

N

IO4

L
IO5

N

CSF1

L

Scenario 11
Rationale
Rating
Rating
(H / M / L / N) (List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
(H / M / L / N)
Removal of mixed traffic and rationalisation of intersections will allow for
significant opportunities to enhance bus operations along the link. Exclusive bus
operations also allow for a significant rationalisation of Courtney and Taranaki,
which is likely to improve signal efficiency and reduce delay. Exclusive bus
operations and the rationalisation of intersections offers maximum flexibility in
the deployment of a bus super stop and this mix of treatments is likely to offer
substantial improvement

Scenario 12
Rationale
(List key factors or assumptions that have influenced assessment)
Removal of mixed traffic and rationalisation of intersections will allow for
significant opportunities to enhance bus operations along the link. Exclusive bus
operations also allow for a significant rationalisation of Courtney and Taranaki,
which is likely to improve signal efficiency and reduce delay. Exclusive bus
operations and the rationalisation of intersections offers maximum flexibility in
the deployment of a bus super stop and this mix of treatments is likely to offer
substantial benefits to operations. Focus on urban realm enhancement and the
creation of pedestrian spaces may impart some marginal delay to buses, but
overall operational improvements will be significant.

Exclusive bus operations in conjunction with the removal of intersections on
Courtenay, allows for the location of high capacity stops at optimal locations
which may allow for a reduction in dwell time delay for customers. The focus on
bus throughput however may detract the waiting experience, due to high
volume bus movements in proximity to the stops.

Exclusive bus operations in conjunction with the removal of intersections on
Courtenay, allows for the location of high capacity stops at optimal locations
which may allow for a reduction in dwell time delay for customers. Improved
urban amenity from the creation of additional public realm enhancements may
create an environment more welcoming for customers.

H

The introduction of high capacity stops, in the absence of segregation, limits
opportunities for optimally locating the stop pair and is likely to impose
significant restrictions to buses and customers. Customer comfort and
potentially waiting time likely to be increased under this scenario. Overall, this
option is likely to degrade customer boarding and alighting rather than improve
it.
Minor enhancements to segregation and optimisation of signals unlikely to
significantly improve pedestrian safety. In contrast, the introduction of high
capacity stop pairs increase the volume of bus movements at these locations,
creating a highly complex operating environment for buses that will impose
decreased safety for pedestrians crossing at these locations.

Minimal space regained
Difficult to cross street with parked cars, PMV, high capacity bus movements
Ped crossings are given over side streets = minor improvement

No improvement in terms of spatial allowance from current
Not a desirable place to spend time due to intensity of vehicle movements
Large bus platform requires significant infrastructure, creates barrier and
sterilises public realm - more about utility and function than a vibrant hospitality
environment
Remaining section of CP is similar to existing in terms of vehicle use, with higher
bus capacity

- Courtenay Place is a strategic link in the central city active travel network and
needs to cater for the "interested but concerned"
- rationalisation of bus stops will reduce the number of conflict points
- removal of all parking and loading bays removes many conflict points
- reduction in side friction may increase the speed of motorised traffic
- limited opportunity to allocate space for cyclists
- removing the ability for cyclists to use bus lanes (currently permitted) will
increase conflict between people who cycle and motorised traffic

L

L

M

L

M

- little change

CSF2

L
CSF3

N

N
- assumption that the single high- capacity bus stop pair would need to be
located close to the future MRT route.
- choosing the location will require a decision on the MRT route (Taranaki vs
Kent/Cambridge)

N

Aside from the development of the high capacity bus stop pair this scenario can
be delivered through changes to signs and lines.

CSF4

H

Assumed that footway extensions where car parks are redesigned can occur
progressively

L

H

M

Exclusive bus operations and removal/simplification of major intersections will
significantly improve pedestrian safety along the corridor. High capacity stops in
contrast will limit pedestrian safety at specific locations and pedestrian
movement across the corridor will need to be controlled on approach/departure
from these locations.

M

Side roads closed
No PMV = less traffic conflict crossing road
Still 4 lanes with high capacity = difficult to cross
Parking bays given to ped movement

M

Focus on utility rather than public realm creation, places to dwell, vegetation,
hospitality etc
Removing PMV improves noise, less sense of vehicle priority, less busy
Large bus platform requires significant infrastructure, creates barrier and
sterilises public realm - more about utility and function than a vibrant hospitality
environment

Exclusive bus operations and removal/simplification of major intersections will
significantly improve pedestrian safety along the corridor. Emphasis on creating
a highly permeable public realm with high pedestrian permeability across the
corridor will focus on facilitating easy, informal crossing of the corridor. High
capacity stops would be the exception to this, with potentially pedestrian
movements across the corridor banned in proximity to the super stop. Because
of this, overall pedestrian safety gains may be limited.
Side roads closed
No PMV = less traffic conflict crossing road
Still 4 lanes with high capacity = difficult to cross, although made more
permeable through focus on urban realm
Parking bays shared between ped movement and dwelling

Would be high if not for the high capacity stop. Large bus platform requires
significant infrastructure, creates barrier and sterilises public realm - more about
utility and function than a pleasant retail environment
Service road becomes public space

M

- Courtenay Place is a strategic link in the central city active travel network and
needs to cater for the "interested but concerned"
- exclusion of private motor vehicles reduces risk to people who cycle
- closure of side roads removes many conflict points
- providing only one lane in each direction shared by buses and people who cycle
will increase conflicts between these road users
- opportunity to allocate space for cyclists but this would reduce space
reallocated for pedestrians
- assumption that provision will be made for people who cycle from Courtenay
Place to Dixon Street (which is also a link on the central city strategic cycle
network)

M

- providing only one lane in each direction for buses means that services must be
diverted from the Golden Mile if there is a breakdown, road works or other lane
closure
- side road closures mean that it will be difficult to move buses "trapped"
immediately behind a broken down vehicle

N

- assumption that the single high- capacity bus stop pair would need to be
located close to the future MRT route.
- choosing the location will require a decision on the MRT route (Taranaki vs
Kent/Cambridge)

N

Physical works associated with
- relocated bus stops
- increasing the width of footways along the length of Courtenay Place
- footway extensions across all side-road closures
Banning traffic from Courtenay Place expected to need significant change
management

L
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- Courtenay Place is a strategic link in the central city active travel network and
needs to cater for the "interested but concerned"
- exclusion of private motor vehicles reduces risk to people who cycle
- closure of side roads removes many conflict points
- providing only one lane in each direction shared by buses and people who cycle
will increase conflicts between these road users
- opportunity to allocate space for cyclists but this would reduce space
reallocated for pedestrians
- assumption that provision will be made for people who cycle from Courtenay
Place to Dixon Street (which is also a link on the central city strategic cycle
network)

- providing only one lane in each direction for buses means that services must be
diverted from the Golden Mile if there is a breakdown, road works or other lane
closure
- side road closures mean that it will be difficult to move buses "trapped"
immediately behind a broken down vehicle

- assumption that the single high- capacity bus stop pair would need to be
located close to the future MRT route.
- choosing the location will require a decision on the MRT route (Taranaki vs
Kent/Cambridge)
Except for the urban realm interventions the physical changes needed to deliver
the transport outcomes for this scenario are similar to 11 with works associated
with
- relocated bus stops
- increasing the width of footways along the length of Courtenay Place
- footway extensions across all side-road closures
Banning traffic from Courtenay Place expected to need significant change
management
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Golden Mile: TWG/OiM Workshop Two Report

Workshop report purpose
This report summarises the feedback received on the long list option
development assessment process.
The main purpose of the workshop was to obtain feedback on:
•
The long list development process methodology, and
•
Proposed MCA scores for the shortlisted “snapshot” scenarios.
For avoidance of doubt, this workshop was not seeking final endorsement
/ approval of the short-listed scenarios.
This report has been prepared by the Project Team (FutureGroup).

Workshop date, venue and agenda
The workshop was held on-line over the course of two days. The first workshop
was held on 24 March 2020 and the second workshop was held on 2 April 2020.
The agenda for “both” workshops was as follows:
1. Welcome, introductions and “rules of the workshop”
2. Overview of the Long to Short List methodology, MCA assessment and
questionnaire
3. Questions
It is noted that a large pre-pack of information was circulated to attendees prior to
the workshop. This pre-pack contained the following information:
•
•
•
•

Evaluation process overview and workshop questionnaire
Scenario development strategy
Scenarios “snapshot” overview
FutureGroup’s draft evaluation scores (detailed)

The workshop attendee list for both on-line workshops is attached as Attachment 1.

Questionnaire responses
Following the workshops, technical working group representatives from both
Wellington City Council and Greater Wellington Regional Council completed /
submitted their questionnaires for their respective organisations. Both
questionnaire responses are attached as Appendix B.

Workshop record
The remainder of this report records the questions and comments asked at both
on-line workshops.
•
•

Can we embed the NOP context into the business case? (i.e. Courtenay Place
is a primary cycle route)
Should we cater for cyclists on Willis Street and Customhouse Quay?
1

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need to confirm with WCC that our current cycling assumptions are correct
Signal phasing and bus pre-emption will be critical for assessing competing
demands (i.e. pedestrians vs buses vs other vehicles)
Does your methodology allow for us to choose a solution somewhere in
between your two extreme scenarios (e.g. pedestrian utility vs public realm) or
do we need to wait for the short list assessment to achieved more nuanced
solutions?
We need to ensure the impacts are well understood at the right time so we can
change the strategy if the impacts are too negative on the wider system. So,
shortlisting will need to be balanced and show both aggressive and moderate
solutions
We also want to ensure the preferred solution can be built in parts to meet the
funding. So, if we choose an option that costs $80M we can then build it in
parts as funding becomes available. Should this be a CSF?
CSFs sound important, suggest renaming to "other success factors"
Will different sections have different levels of service issues (e.g. cycling is
important on Courtenay Place, whilst on Lambton Quay we might be aiming to
"maintain" to ensure safety)?
Capacity of the overall bus network is an important consideration
March monitoring surveys show that Golden Mile peak pedestrian volumes
have been growing more slowly than volumes elsewhere in the city centre
(~0.8% growth per annum vs 2.5% on the waterfront). Is this partly due to
capacity constraints?
Technical note on the LOS assessment: this is solely based on footpath
capacity vs demand, rather than qualitative amenities
Re pedestrian crashes crossing the Golden Mile - WCC questionnaire
emphasises the safety issues associated with uncontrolled crossings, which
are present in many of the long-list options
Agree with FutureGroup’s crash history analysis for Manners Street (e.g.
narrow width etc)
Is the WCC cycle network confirmed now?
Have options to avoid Willis Street been ruled out?
Would it be fair to say the space allocation may reflect user hierarchy? So,
cyclists are lower in the hierarchy than pedestrians on Willis and Manners
Street?
Ideally a cycle route will be provided elsewhere so people scootering, and
biking aren't tempted to use bus only lanes
Can we change the term 'active traffic' to 'active modes' under the congestion
issue?
At the short list stage issues with stop design will have to be investigated to an
indicative level (i.e. if super stops are included in some options, can they fit
within available space on the block?)
Will the short list stage include some indicative investigation of time restrictions
(e.g. loading/deliveries allowed during interpeak and off peak periods)?
What analysis has been done on the impact of the interventions on the existing
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green infrastructure along the corridor?
Has the impact of uncontrolled pedestrian crossings under Scenario 3 been
considered?
Will it be a problem (e.g. emergency access) if we have a single carriageway
(i.e. if vehicles can't pass one another)?
When emergency vehicles attend buildings with restricted lane widths (e.g.
Lambton Quay and Willis Street) they have to completely shut the road down.
Will flush kerbing for footpath mounting be considered?
How will we deal with compatibility of some of the proposed scenarios?
Manners and Willis bus stops need to be considered together
Cyclists will still require access to Dixon Street
Dixon Street is a possible alternative for reducing people riding on Manners
Street
Future urban development plans for Te Aro Park/Lower Cuba Street need to be
considered
Note: Dunedin CC are trialling shared pedestrian & cycle paths and barne
dances
WCC has had some success with cycle detection using radar
WCC questionnaire included suggestions about what should be captured in the
indicative CBA for shortlist assessment
Were weightings applied to the criteria?
We need to consider planned events - Marches, Welly Xmas etc where streets
are closed. Do we have any monitoring data that would highlight the impact of
these closures?
Events are a good way of testing the impact of closures on the network.
Is Scenario 6 included or excluded?
GWRC has some concern about lack of measurement in the evaluation
framework to help assess degradation in public transport access as a result of
removing bus stops
Need to balance 'super stops' with degradation of bus customer experience
and pedestrian accessibility and comfort
Should we swap 'convenience' for 'access' in Investment Objective 2? (i.e.
improve access to bus stops and comfort of waiting for, boarding and alighting
buses along the GM?)
Some modelling for traffic redistribution will be beneficial so that traffic is not
diverted onto low capacity roads (i.e. as seen with the recent closure of
Ghuznee Street causing congestion on Abel Smith Street)
Following this workshop, you need to start firming up the short-list definition
and assessment process. Early thinking and working notes to discuss would be
helpful
Assessment process should include a scope for modelling (or a clear rationale
if modelling is not needed). Early confirmation of requirements is important to
ensure that modelling can be done within timeframes
Aimsum is a fixed matrix model; it would be useful to think about whether some
trips will not be made if capacity is constrained. Past evidence suggests that a
3
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share of traffic 'disappears' after road closures, which mitigates congestion
impacts
By 'accessibility' do you mean accessibility for people with disabilities? Or
access to land uses from bus stops?
Universal access to bus stops is also something we will need to consider at the
detailed design stage
Need to consider alternatives to using Aimsum for Courtenay Place / Lambton
Quay. WTSM is not a fixed matrix but it's not really granular enough to model
the specific interventions we're looking at
Will the next stage of the short list option development include elements of
different scenarios and potentially elements of excluded scenarios?
Need to articulate in the LL to SL reports as to why some options are
disregarded (i.e. their low alignment with IOs)
Staging is an issue that is best addressed in the design of the preferred option
(i.e. after short list assessment)
Future decisions need to be based on quantitative justification
Trees are good!

Actions
Action

Who

By
When

FutureGroup to consider the feedback received from
FutureGroup
attendees when preparing the Long List Report

22 April

FutureGroup to provide a formal response to the
feedback received at Workshop 5

21 April
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2. Andrew Tester (NZTA)
3. Eddie Anand (NZTA)
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7. Roger Burra (FutureGroup)
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9. Marc Bailey (FutureGroup)
10. Megan Walker (FutureGroup)
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1. Hilary Fowler (WCC)
2. Kylie Hook (WCC)
3. Emily Alleway (WCC)
4. Peter Fraser (WCC)
5. William Melville (WCC)
6. Nadine Dodge (WCC)
7. Soon Teck Kong (WCC)
8. Lucie Desrosiers (WCC)
9. Charles Kingsford (WCC)
10. Tim Kirby (WCC)
11. Peter Nunns (WCC)
12. Gunther Wild (WCC)
13. Alex Campbell (GWRC)
14. Natasha Hayes (GWRC)
15. Selwyn Blackmore (FutureGroup)
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Feedback on the Long List Evaluation
Evaluation Criteria
The 21 long list scenarios that passed through the initial screen were assessed against the
i nvestment objectives and critical success factors. A description of the evaluation criteria is provided
on page 5, below.
Are you comfortable with the evaluation criteria? Yes/no
If no, what suggestions do you have for changes?
Overall feedback on long list assessment:
 Acknowledge that MCA is most appropriate for long list assessment, and that the proposed
approach of assessing against investment objectives plus some criteria for implementability
/ cos t.
 I t is desirable that the assessment is as quantitative and rules-based as possible, rather than
rel ying primarily upon technical judgment. If technical judgment is used, explanations /
jus tifications should be provided.
 I t is desirable to move forward to the short-list stage as rapidly as possible, taking into
account the need for a robust long-list assessment. This is because:
o Many important issues cannot be resolved without indicative designs that can be
assessed and evaluated
o I t is challenging to evaluate some impacts without considering interacti on between
i nterventions. [Peter Nunns]
Agree with Peter. Better we expend time/energy on developing short-listed interventions than
l itigating long-list. [Emily Alleway]
The evaluation framework describes the assessment factors considered when applying the criteria.
Are you comfortable with the attributes for the criteria? Yes/No
If no, what suggestions do you have for changes or additions?
I am broadly comfortable with the criteria that are in use. My main comment is that it is also
necessary to consider impacts of different options on corridor-level bus capacity. Previous analysis in
the Case for Change showed that (1) bus capacity constraints are a significant issue for the
performance of Wellington’s public transport network and (2) capacity constraints arise at specific
choke-points. [Peter Nunns]
I O2 - Waiting space available s hould also consider provision of shelter and amenity
I O2 - Legibility of bus stops s hould also consider visibility and wayfinding elements
I 04 – Pedestrian LoS i ncludes ‘comfort’ not just capacity, therefore provision of shelter, universal
access, amenity, wayfinding and legibility, should also be considered.
I 05 – Environmental comfort, not sure if this is the right place, but we should include consideration
of climate change e.g how proposals might contribute to sustainable water management,
combatting heat-island effect, shelter/shade for pedestrians (particularly relevant on Taranaki/
Courtenay junction);
I 05 - Opportunity for public realm enhancements links with I04 Pedestrian LoS, so there will be
commonalities around universal access
[Emily Alleway]
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Shortlist Scenarios
Our evaluation showed that scenarios that did not perform well against the project objectives or
critical success factors (1, 4, 7, 10 & 11) all retained intersections with minor side roads and
unrestricted private motor vehicle access on Lambton Quay and Courtenay Place.
Do you agree that scenarios 1, 4, 7, 10 & 11 should be discarded? Yes/No
If no, why?
This is a big call to make at this stage of the analysis, without more detailed quantitative analysis of
i mpacts on traffic circulation and deliveries. The remaining Lambton Quay and Courtenay Place
options all involve exclusive bus operation / removal of all general traffic.
I would suggest that at least one option that involves retaining general traffic on Lambton /
Courtenay should be advanced to the short-list stage. This option could include targeted turning
res trictions / closure of side roads – the details would have to be refined. The aim of this would be to
understand whether a more ambitious option would deliver higher benefits than a more
cons ervative option. [Peter Nunns]
Si milar to Peter, for comparison I think it would be useful to retain at least one more conservative
option within the short-listing process. [Emily Alleway]
Scenario 6 has been identified as excluded (although appears to score similar to scenario 5), but
doesn’t appear in the above list. Is this a typing mistake or is it to be discarded? [Peter Fraser]
Has capacity modelling informed the proposals for either 2 or 4 bus lanes or are they dictated by
provision of inset stops or overtaking. How has futureproofing been considered within this?
Courtenay Place cycle lanes haven't been identified, however this forms part of our future cycle
network; [Emily Alleway]
Our evaluation showed that scenarios that retain multiple bus stops on Manners and Willis Streets
did not perform well against the project objectives or critical success factors. We believe we need to
explore a reduction in, or removal of, bus stops on these streets. Do you agree to this direction?
Yes/No
If no, why?
Yes . I agree with this direction, subject to quantification of the benefits (faster journey times along
corri dor, fewer delays at stops) and disbenefits (add walk times to/from stops, increased dwell times
at remaining stops) of bus stop consolidation at the short list stage.
The do-minimum option should retain all stops, and other options could include stop consolidation.
[Peter Nunns]
Some scenarios scored higher for cycling than others. I t was unclear from the level of detail in
proposals why this might be;
Scenario B Willis Street scores negative while C scores higher even though there’s PMV using the
road? If a scenario scores a Neg with one of the CSF then wouldn’t it be scrapped as an option?
[Peter Fraser]
We believe we need to explore options that remove northbound traffic on Willis Street. Do you
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agree to this direction? Yes/No
If no, why?
Yes . I agree with this direction, subject to modelling / quantitative analysis of the benefits and
di sbenefits of doing so at the short list stage. [Peter Nunns]
I agree also with this direction and caveats. We need a bold change for how people access the
CBD/GM and reduction in reliance on PMV’s. We do however, need modelling to consider impacts
on the surrounding network and how servicing might function. [Emily/Peter Fraser]
Short-list options should be constructed incrementally to test increasing traffic restrictions on Willis
St. The do-minimum option should retain NB and SB traffic, while other options should remove SB
traffic only or remove all traffic. Removal of all traffic could be included in the ‘greatest change’
option. [Peter Nunns]
How comfortable are you with the draft evaluation? Please provide any other feedback or
suggestions on our evaluation against particular criteria.
The remaining options that have passed through the qualitative technical assessment are in some
cas es quite similar, differing only on one or two dimensions. For instance:
 Lambton Quay: All three remaining options have exclusive bus operation and closed side
roads. Options 2 and 3 both have distributed bus stops but differ in terms of how pedestrian
cros sings are handled. Option 5 consolidates bus stops and keeps signalised ped crossings.
 Wi llis St: All three remaining options have closed side roads and signalised ped crossings.
Opti ons B and C both have distributed bus stops but differ in terms of whether SB traffic or
all traffic is removed. Option D removes all traffic and removes all bus stops in favour of
Manners St stops.
 Manners St: Both remaining options have exclusive bus operation, closed side roads
(pedestrianise Cuba St), and signalised ped crossings. They differ only on whether bus stops
are consolidated (Option X) or retained (Option W).
o I couldn’t detect a difference between Options X & Z (have I missed something? –
[Hilary Fowler]
 Courtenay Place: All three remaining options have exclusive bus operation and closed side
roads. Options 8 and 9 have distributed bus stops but differ in terms of how pedestrian
cros sings are handled. Option 9 also closes Tory St crossing. Option 12 consolidates bus
s tops and moves to uncontrolled ped crossings.
Per comments above, I would suggest that a slightly different set of options be progressed to the
s hort list assessment. For comparative purposes, we also need to assess a ‘less ambitious’ short list
option that retains general traffic in more locations (while closing some especially problematic side
s treets). The other meaningful differentiators seem to be around (1) whether and how much to
cons olidate stops and (2) how to handle pedestrian crossings. I am assuming that all options are
l ikely to include some ‘minimal regrets’ pedestrian realm upgrades within existing or proposed
footpath width. [Peter Nunns]
Cycl i ng options on Courtenay Place and Lambton Quay are missing. These are the widest corridors
on the Golden Mile, so separated cycle lanes should be considered in at least one of the scenarios.
This is especially so for Courtenay Place which has been identified as part of the central city cycle
network. [Hilary Fowler]
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What other considerations do you think are important when we assess the short list options? Why?
Suggestions for short list assessment:
 Long-list options that have passed through the initial rules-based screening and qualitative
technical assessment should be grouped into up to four indicative packages
 The resulting short list should include:
o One option that represents maximum change, with higher expected benefits against
i nvestment objectives but higher impacts on general traffic and parking
o One option that makes more limited changes, with fewer expected benefits but
fewer impacts on general traffic and parking
o Two options that are ‘in the middle’ but which address key issues in different ways
or to different extents. For instance, one ‘middle’ option could focus more on
pedestrian amenity, while the other focuses more on bus speed and reliability
 These options should be subjected to an assessment that includes:
o Modelling or analysis of impacts on bus travel times along the Golden Mile, and
res ulting passenger benefits
o Analysis of impacts on corridor-level bus capacity, taking into account locations
where capacity is most constrained
o Analysis of benefits for pedestrian users, including assessment of footfall in treated
areas and assessment of delays at intersections
o Modelling or analysis of impacts on general traffic, eg delays due to re-routing (note:
this may require SIDRA or other modelling)
o As s essment of impacts on parking availability in and around Golden Mile
o I ndicative costings to implement each option
o I ndicative cost benefit analysis based on the above information
 Modelling and analysis requirements should be confirmed as rapidly as possible given lead
ti me to undertake analysis or develop models.
Suggestions for full BCR of recommended option:
 I ndicative BCRs are acceptable for short-list options as they provide an indication of relative
benefits of different interventions
 However, they may provide an incomplete view of the total benefits of interventions, and
hence a misleading perspective on the overall economic efficiency of investing or not
i nvesting.
 The following issues should be considered in the full assessment:
o Public transport user benefits: Benefits should be assessed for both existing users
and new users, eg people who are attracted to switch to PT or take more trips due
to faster journeys. This will require modelling uplift in patronage.
o De-crowding benefits: If Golden Mile upgrades allow an increase in bus capacity
al ong the corridor, then passengers may benefit from a reduction in crowding on PT
s ervices. This will entail an increase in service provision, which will increase
operating costs. (Note: faster and more reliable journey times along the Golden Mile
may enable some opex savings that can be recycled into increased service
provision.)
o Decongestion benefits from added PT users: People who switch from car to PT will
generate some network-wide benefits due to lower congestion, vehicle emissions,
etc. These benefits can be estimated using EEM simplified procedures.
o Road traffic disbenefits due to changes on the Golden Mile: This may result in
i ncreased delay due to re-routing or increased V/C ratios on other links in the city
centre.
o Pedestrian benefits from faster journeys: Changes to intersections to increase the
amount of green time for pedestrians will reduce journey times for people walking
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al ong the corridor.
o Pedestrian benefits from higher quality walking environments: Improved public
amenity will benefit pedestrians. NZTA (draft) interim guidance can be used to value
these benefits.
o Other public realm benefits: Creation of new public spaces that allow ‘lingering’ or
prolonged use may benefit users and surrounding retailers and cafes. There is
currently no standard source of guidance for valuing these benefits. [Peter Nunns]
o I think micromobility benefits should be included as well, even though cycling is not
the main target mode. Or benefit of cycle lanes captured as pedestrian benefits as
people are less likely to cycle, scoot etc on the footpath if special lanes are
provi ded? [Hilary Fowler]
1. A robust, quantitative analysis is a must as short term schemes are further considered
2. More emphasis on ped. safety needed in crossing the GM. Pedestrian safety on Manners
appears to have dropped out ? We have had ped casualties with buses in recent times. More
thought is needed on this part of the GM
3. Cras h analysis apparently missing ? Assessment without this key data is concerning. I expect
this work has been undertaken but I believe this needs to be provided/discussed as we move
forward
4. I n relation to the 21 scenarios and with reference to the CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS .. Why
i s ped. safety not included ?
5. Removing NB traffic on Willis is a big call as there are few ? alternative routes.. this case
needs to be developed further before any decisions can be made.
6. Can retaining general traffic (incl. loading) on the GM be considered in the i nter-peak and
s ay between 7pm-7am. RT restrictions to and from the side roads would correspond
accordingly. This would be a good test case in the first instance.
7. Addi ng to 6. above a small selection of side roads should be chosen carefully for restrictive
RTs in/out (and not all in the first instance) to test and quantify the before and after effects
on the network.
8. I am unsure when loading will take place and the LZ proposed locations.. perhaps I am
mi ssing some plans ?
9. I am unsure if the bus lanes are Bus only or Bus lanes( to permit cyclists, other ?)
10. I generally agree with Peter Nunns FB
[Charles Kingsford]
We have an operational focus for all transport modes and how to handle these different modes in a
balanced approach. We have to provide for all modes without one or two transport modes dictating
the function of the transport network and putting the CBD at a standstill as alternative routes and
provisions proposed in the design stages are not adequately catered for or underestimated for the
proposed changes ie inconvenience of service zones relocation, traffic diversion onto low capacity
roads, loss of parking for business demands, areas of CBD inaccessible for the accessibility group etc.
We have to ensure that the public (businesses, retailers, shoppers, travelling community etc) can
continue to enjoy the CBD without finding that they have difficulties getting to the places they
choose to. [Soon Teck]
Comments from Tim Kirby attached as separate response
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Additional WCC comments

Evaluation Criteria
The 21 long list scenarios that passed through the initial screen were assessed against the investment
objectives and critical success factors.
Are you comfortable with the evaluation criteria? Yes/no
The objectives and success factors generally align well with LGWM project objectives.
If no, what suggestions do you have for changes?
It is noticeable that all the assessment criteria are described as improvements for selected road
users. While this is very positive sounding, assessment of project options needs to also consider the
down-sides on some road users if it is to be balanced and thorough. In this case the scenarios have
been mostly evaluated on the basis of improving the level of service for bus passengers and
pedestrians. The impacts on occupants of private vehicles and other service vehicles do not appear
to be considered in the evaluation criteria.
In broad terms should the evaluation only consider how well the scenarios meet the project
objectives or should we be looking at the impacts on all members of the public who use the Golden
Mile?
Private Motor Vehicle Occupants
Even though LGWM have publicised their intentions to reduce access for private vehicles, this
doesn’t mean private vehicle occupants aren’t significantly affected. The impacts on them should
be evaluated.
If, half way through the project, private vehicle advocates request whether the impact on their
service levels were considered when deciding the best option, it would be embarrassing to LGWM to
admit that they weren’t. I believe it would be more appropriate to include a criterion that recognises
the downsides for private vehicle occupants and then apply a weighting that reflects the project’s
stated objectives. That way the evaluation isn’t silent regarding these parties.
Other Service Vehicles
Other road users that do not appear to have been considered in the assessment criteria include
other service vehicles such as taxis, couriers, goods delivery vehicles and trades staff vehicles
operated by plumbers, builders and electricians. If there are pipe bursts or power outages in
buildings along the Golden Mile, building owners, occupants and insurers will want to be assured
that the associated vehicles can access their building without undue difficulty. Many of the proposals
will provide a lesser level of service for these service vehicles. A criterion could be added to
recognise this adverse effect.

Emergency Service Vehicles
Emergency service vehicles (fire appliances, ambulances, Police cars, vehicles carrying out urgent
infrastructure repairs on the Golden Mile carriageways and footpaths) need to have adequate access
to all parts of the Golden Mile. This access needs to be to the Golden Mile property frontage or
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adjacent roadway, not just to a rear loading dock. CCTV observations of emergencies over the past
few years in Manners St has shown it is difficult for emergency services to attend when there is only
one lane available in each direction. In these circumstances the impacts on bus occupants are
significant with buses stacking up in stationary queues for a considerable length of time.
In the scenarios where Lambton Quay and Courtenay Place are reduced to a single bus only lane in
both directions and side roads have been closed off, it is easy to imagine an incident (such as a burst
watermain or pedestrian accident) creating a queue of stationary buses filling Lambton Quay until it
reaches either Whitmore St or Willis St. These queues might be more than 200m long before detour
routes are activated.
When such a queue of buses has formed, a way needs to be found to remove the buses. Turning the
buses around will not be possible given the total carriageway width will be approx. 6m and there are
no side roads available. Utilising the opposing bus lane in a Stop / Go manner appears to be the only
solution but the central median will rule out this solution in some scenarios.
CSF 2 “Resilience to network operational disruptions” does broadly recognise the importance of
emergency services access. I suggest that all short listed options are checked as to whether they
meet the minimum level of emergency vehicle access specified by the Fire Service, road
maintenance crews and utility operators. Consideration should also be given to whether there is a
reasonable bus detour route available. Scenarios that don’t provide an adequate minimum standard
of access for emergency vehicles & detour routes should be discarded, not just scored with an N. At
present there is no lower limit so scenarios remain under consideration no matter how bad the
emergency access is.

Should the adverse effects (such as loss of trade to nearby businesses, inconvenience) caused by the
loss of parking be an evaluation criteria? Alternatively it could be assessed as part of the impact on
PMVs.
Should cost / affordability be a criterion? For most projects it is.

The evaluation framework describes the assessment factors considered when applying the criteria.
Are you comfortable with the attributes for the criteria? Yes/No
If no, what suggestions do you have for changes or additions?
Were some of the criteria assigned different weightings or were all criteria assigned the same
weighting?

Shortlist Scenarios
Our evaluation showed that scenarios that did not perform well against the project objectives or
critical success factors (1, 4, 7, 10 & 11) all retained intersections with minor side roads and
unrestricted private motor vehicle access on Lambton Quay and Courtenay Place.
It is no surprise that all the discarded options involved the exclusion of private vehicles because the
adverse impacts for private vehicle occupants weren’t part of any assessment criteria.
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Do you agree that scenarios 1, 4, 7, 10 & 11 should be discarded? Yes/No
If no, why?
It is risky to exclude all Lambton and Courtenay options which retain private motor vehicles at an
early stage. This effectively means the decision has already been made to exclude private motor
vehicles prior to shortlist evaluations.
As a minimum the short list evaluation should be repeated taking the adverse impacts for private
vehicle occupants into account. If Options 1, 4, 7, 10 & 11 still remain the worst options, the way
ahead is clearer.
I note that it is not Proposed to Include a Manners St option retaining PMV. This is not of concern
since there are very few PMVs in Manners St.

Our evaluation showed that scenarios that retain multiple bus stops on Manners and Willis Streets
did not perform well against the project objectives or critical success factors. We believe we need to
explore a reduction in, or removal of, bus stops on these streets. Do you agree to this direction?
Yes/No
I don’t know. Not my area of expertise.
If no, why?
We believe we need to explore options that remove northbound traffic on Willis Street. Do you
agree to this direction? Yes/No
Yes. Willis St north of Ghuznee should be limited to local traffic only since through traffic is slowing
down other traffic / buses on the Golden Mile. When this Willis St through traffic exits onto
Customhouse Quay it is not controlled by signals and is disruptive to the arterial flow.
One way to achieve this would be to force Customhouse northbound traffic to turn left into Panama
St.
If no, why?

How comfortable are you with the draft evaluation? Please provide any other feedback or
suggestions on our evaluation against particular criteria.
Option 3:
Pedestrian safety has been given a score of H. The proposal involves removal of all signalized
crossings and allowing pedestrians to find their own way across 2 lanes of bus traffic with no median
refuge. Will this standard of crossing suffice for elderly and children? What will deter pedestrians
trying to cross where they end up trying to squeeze between buses at a bus stop? Also the buses
may be more frequent than at present and possibly travelling faster. In my view the H score is too
high. L or M would be more appropriate.
The one bus lane in each direction will mean major blockages when incidents occur. Buses caught in
the stopped traffic will not be able to “escape” along side roads because they are all blocked off. The
score of N- is about right but if the option doesn’t even meet the minimum standard of access for
emergency vehicles it should be discarded.
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Option 4:
With one superstop replacing several bus stops it is surprising that bus travel time is worsened.
Also it is not apparent why with the removal of various vehicle movements, pedestrian safety has
got worse with N-. I expected L.
Option 6:
Resilience scored at N- (since lane closures not possible, side roads closed and median prevents use
of opposing lane). Is inconsistent with Option 5 also scored with N- (side roads closed but lane
closures achievable). Option 6 should be discarded as “Not meeting minimum Resilience criterion”.
Option B:
The loss of the third lane between Manners and Mercer and the closure of Mercer will reduce
resilience significantly. Mercer is a commonly used detour route for southbound buses when
Manners or Willis is closed. A score of N- would be more appropriate than L.
Option C:
As for Option B but slightly worse due to additional PMVs. Clearing out queues of trapped vehicles
using Stop / Go temporary traffic management will be very inefficient but is the only option.
The signals at each end of this section are oversaturated during peak times so no significant increase
in green time will be possible unless cycle length is increased. This would negatively impact on
pedestrians at these locations due to longer wait times. Score of L for pedestrian safety about right.
Option D:
With 3 x N- and only 2x H scores, it is surprising this option made the cut. Again the lack of a criterion
to reflect the impacts of removing PMVs shows up here.
Option E:
Bus stop locations are shown on Plan but Further Information states All stops removed from Willis
St.
The signals at each end of this section are oversaturated during peak times so no significant increase
in green time will be possible unless cycle length is increased. This will negatively impact on
pedestrians at these locations due to longer wait times. Score of L for pedestrian safety about right.
Option W:
Existing Section doesn’t show that westbound buses dominate over PMVs.
Extra southbound bus stop near Willis is likely to block through adjacent intersection. Cuba /
Manners signals are already pedestrian operated, giving priority to pedestrians over vehicles.
Scramble already exists at Manners / Victoria. Scope to safely extend green times is limited since
pedestrians will cross against signals if large gaps exist.
Score of M for pedestrian safety seems high since only a few PMVs removed. Also a lot of work has
previously been done here to promote pedestrian safety after a spate of pedestrian vs bus accidents
when Manners bus lane was introduced.
Option X:
Objective 1 H background is grey rather than green. ☺
Pedestrian capacity score of M is
inconsistent with L for Options W and Z. Comments from Option W also apply.
Option Y:
Existing Section doesn’t show that westbound buses dominate over PMVs.
Opening up Manners westbound to PMVs is likely to slow down buses significantly since it will
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become popular as a cross-town route to Boulcott. Bus travel time score of M looks too high.
Scramble already exists at Manners / Victoria. Scope to safely extend green times is limited since
pedestrians will cross against signals if large gaps exist.
Option Z:
What are the differences between Option Z and X? Are they significant?
Existing Section doesn’t show that westbound buses dominate over PMVs. Cuba / Manners signals
are already pedestrian operated, giving priority to pedestrians over vehicles. Scramble already exists
at Manners / Victoria. Scope to safely extend green times is limited since pedestrians will cross
against signals if large gaps exist. Pedestrian capacity score of M seems inconsistent with L awarded
for Option X.
Option 7:
Banning left turns (into Tory) is unusual and unlikely to have high level of compliance. Scope to
safely extend green times is limited since pedestrians will cross against signals if large gaps exist. Are
zebras proposed crossing Blair and Allen? These will make it difficult for PMVs to turn left into Blair
and Allen, resulting in PMVs blocking buslane.
Southbound bus stop near Taranaki likely to block though intersection.
Removal of parking will increase pedestrian capacity. L seems low. M would be consistent with
Option 8.
Option 8:
Courtenay / Tory side road closure not shown on Plan but is stated in Further Information. To
remove a phase from Taranaki / Courtenay signals, the right turn from Taranaki into Manners will
also need to be banned. Taranaki southbound traffic will be impacted while vehicles wait for gap in
oncoming traffic to turn right into Inglewood.
Option 9:
The one bus lane in each direction will mean major blockages when incidents occur. Buses caught in
the stopped traffic will not be able to “escape” along side roads because they are closed off. Median
prevents use of opposing lane to clear trapped buses.
Resilience scored at N-. My view is that this option should be discarded as “Not meeting minimum
Resilience criterion”.
Pedestrian safety has been given a score of H. The proposal involves removal of all signalized
crossings and allowing pedestrians to find their own way across 2 lanes of bus traffic. Will this
standard of crossing suffice for elderly and children? What will deter pedestrians trying to cross
where they end up trying to squeeze between buses at a bus stop? Also the buses may be more
frequent than at present and possibly travelling faster. In my view an L or M score would be more
appropriate.
To remove a phase from Taranaki / Courtenay signals, the right turn from Taranaki into Manners will
also need to be banned.
Option 10:
N- for pedestrian safety seems low. Why is it worse than existing?
Banning left turns (into Tory) is unusual and unlikely to have high level of compliance. Scope to
safely extend green times is limited since pedestrians will cross against signals if large gaps exist. Are
zebras proposed crossing Blair and Allen? These will make it difficult for PMVs to turn left into Blair
and Allen, resulting in PMVs blocking buslane.
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Option 11:
Resilience scored at N-. Lane closures will address most incidents despite side road closures. L score
seems more appropriate.
Pedestrian safety score of L seems low considering PMV movements removed.
Place quality score of L doesn’t seem to reflect 4 areas shaded in orange. Inconsistent with Option
12.
Option 12:
The one bus lane in each direction will mean major blockages when incidents occur. Buses caught in
the stopped traffic will not be able to “escape” along side roads because they are closed off. Median
prevents use of opposing lane to clear trapped buses. Resilience scored at N-. My view is that this
option should be discarded as “Not meeting minimum Resilience criterion”.
Pedestrian capacity score M seems low. Footpaths are augmented by removal of parking as well as
removal of one traffic lane in each direction. H seems more appropriate.

What other considerations do you think are important when we assess the short list options? Why?
Cost
Impact on PMVs
Impact on emergency vehicles
Impact on other service vehicles
Reasons are stated above.

I trust this is of some use.
Tim Kirby
WCC Project Manager Traffic Signals (1996-2020)

GWRC Feedback on the Golden Mile – Long List to Shortlist
Evaluation
Evaluation Criteria
Are you comfortable with the evaluation criteria? Yes/no
If no, what suggestions do you have for changes?
We need to capture degradation of ‘access to PT’ resulting from fewer stops and reduced walk
catchments. We’ve got quite specific investment objectives for public transport/bus (i.e. travel
time/reliability and comfort/convenience, rather than a broader ‘improve level of service’
objective so while the impact on access is noted in the relevant scenario commentary in many
cases, it doesn’t show up in the evaluation score summary. Can we add a KPI/attribute around
access to stops or walk distance as part of the ‘Improve convenience and comfort of waiting for,
boarding and alighting buses along the Golden Mile’ objective?
It would be good to provide some PT customer success criteria. The basis of this could be our GW
passenger satisfaction survey, which provides benchmark measures for a number of different
aspects of services, include access to and at stops.
From a network planning perspective it would be good to get a best practice perspective on stop
spacing in similar environments.
Across all of this, we need to acknowledge the GW is a specific user case, both in terms of
customer expectations of access to buses and the implications of creating an alternative MRT
corridor.
The evaluation framework describes the assessment factors considered when applying the criteria.
Are you comfortable with the attributes for the criteria? Yes/No
If no, what suggestions do you have for changes or additions?
Need more certainty around the central city cycle network to assess the cycling LoS. For key pinch
points like Willis St, uncertainty around whether cycle access is to be provided within the road
corridor or not could effectively topple an option that performs really well for other objectives.
Access for cyclists ‘to’ the Golden Mile is critical but ‘along’ some sections may not be desirable
given the trade-offs – need to consider how/if this thinking can be progressed. If there is an
option to give cyclists/micro mobility users a good north-south alternative to Willis St we need to
understand that.

Shortlist Scenarios
Our evaluation showed that scenarios that did not perform well against the project objectives or
critical success factors (1, 4, 7, 10 & 11) all retained intersections with minor side roads and
unrestricted private motor vehicle access on Lambton Quay and Courtenay Place.
Do you agree that scenarios 1, 4, 7, 10 & 11 should be discarded? Yes/No
Comfortable overall.
In a couple of included scenarios (e.g. Willis St C) the evaluation score seemed low and the
rational for including when others had been excluded was not entirely clear.
Minor comment: Couldn’t see the obvious difference between Manners St – Scenario X and
Scenario Z – yet one was included, one excluded – may need to go and read through the detailed
spreadsheet but ideally the key rationale would be clear in the snapshots.
If no, why?
Our evaluation showed that scenarios that retain multiple bus stops on Manners and Willis Streets
did not perform well against the project objectives or critical success factors. We believe we need
to explore a reduction in, or removal of, bus stops on these streets. Do you agree to this direction?
Yes/No
If no, why?
Agree we need to look at the number of stops and potential rationalisation along corridor but in
the Golden Mile context – with a high density of destinations – we need to be really careful to get
the right balance between travel times/capacity and accessibility.
Support some reduction in bus stops but need to be cautious about how far we should go (very
nervous about ‘super stops’ scenarios) given that current thinking is the GM will continue to be a
bus spine not a mass transit spine in future.
Walking distances are an important factor contributing to attractiveness of PT and therefore our
overall goal of mode shift. In addition, we need to consider all users including mobility impaired
and an expectation from this group of access in a central city context - first/last mile options for
mobility impaired (e.g. drop off, uber, taxi) may be an option within suburbs but may not be (so
easily) within the central city.
Impact of extra passengers boarding at fewer stops also need to be considered. I we remove too
many stops, passengers per stop increases, average dwell time increases and bus on bus
congestion could increase which is a sub-optimal outcome and could totally negate some of the
benefits gained elsewhere.
We should look to best practice for bus stop spacing in a similar system and context.

We believe we need to explore options that remove northbound traffic on Willis Street. Do you
agree to this direction? Yes/No
Yes.
We need to understand the wider network impacts and options, but this should definitely be
explored. These options are aligned with the overall direction of LGWM around priority for PT,
walking and cycling, and less traffic/less general traffic accessibility in the central city. Willis St is
also a crucial pinch point in the network for those other modes and the trade-offs are significant.
If no, why?
How comfortable are you with the draft evaluation? Please provide any other feedback or
suggestions on our evaluation against particular criteria.
Overall, the draft evaluation is really great. The long list options have been comprehensively
assessed, in a manageable way, the rationale recorded, and the presentation of the 21 scenarios
is an excellent communication of the output of the process.
It may be useful to have some measure/symbol of road space re-allocation in each scenario
snapshot – to highlight at a glance the ratio/change e.g. less parking more footpath space etc. A
pie chart could do this potentially. Just a thought.
What other considerations do you think are important when we assess the short list options?
Why?
Short list options/sub-options should be developed to provide a better balance between
access/capacity at the next stage. E.g. for Manners an option between ‘remove all stops’ and
‘retain all stops’ – i.e. Manners/Willis stop removed in conjunction with new enhanced stop at
Willis/Mercer, but Manners/Cuba retained. We need to consider how each of the scenarios in
each of the GM sections/precincts best fit together and whether any gaps need to be filled
between them.
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